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Product Di¤erentiation, Collusion, and Empirical Analyses of Market Power

André J. D. Crawford

ABSTRACT

This dissertation comprises three essays on theoretical and empirical issues in industrial

organization. Chapter 1 outlines the issues explored in the subsequent chapters and brie�y

describes their conclusions.

Chapter 2 explores how product di¤erentiation impacts the incentive compatibility condi-

tion for �rms to sustain implicit collusion in games of repeated interaction where, in contrast

to previous studies, I focus on a market which is simultaneously vertically and horizontally

di¤erentiated. To achieve this objective, vertical di¤erentiation is incorporated into an other-

wise standard Hotelling framework. The ensuing mixed model of di¤erentiation shows how the

interrelationships between both forms of di¤erentiation impact the incentives to collude, and is

more general since it replicates previous �ndings throughout the literature.

In Chapter 3, a multiproduct oligopoly model admitting product di¤erentiation and a

discrete choice demand model are proposed and estimated to determine if patterns of anti-

competitiveness exist across distinct segments of the European car market. This chapter focuses

on the evolution of price competition at a �ner level than has been studied with a view to empir-

ically challenge the notion that the European car market is wholly anti-competitive. Empirical

results show that �rm conduct varies due to the intensity of within-segment competition among

rival �rms. There is evidence of softer competition in the larger, mid- to full-sized segments

and more aggressive competition in the smaller, entry-level subcompact segment.

Chapter 4 represents a formal extension of the analysis in Chapter 3. In this chapter

I examine the competitive structure of the U.S. automobile market using proprietary data

comprising actual dealer-level transaction prices of several models of cars and light trucks sold in

the domestic U.S. market between 2004 and 2007. The chapter is the �rst such study to employ

consumer end-prices for automobiles in a structural New Empirical Industrial Organization

(NEIO) framework. Empirical results reveal that there is more aggressive pricing in the light

truck segments comprising minivans/SUVs and pickups, Bertrand pricing in the smaller, entry-

level car segments, and softer competition in the full-size car segment. There is also a strong

preference for domestically produced light trucks although consumers generally prefer to drive

fuel e¢ cient vehicles.
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CHAPTER 1

Introductory Remarks

�Product di¤erentiation is a pervasive phenomenon in modern market economies,

and explicit recognition of this is central to understanding the nature of oligopolis-

tic interaction.�(Anderson, De Palma, and Thisse (1992), p. 143)

�Detecting collusion is a lot like searching for skeletons in closets. Over the

years industrial economists have learned much about which closet doors to try

opening, and about how to recognize what they can only imperfectly observe

within.�(Geroski (1988), p. 119)

Product di¤erentiation is a consistent feature of imperfectly competitive markets and their

association remains a topical issue in Industrial Organization (IO). This ongoing debate

is fueled by the fact that of all the factors thought to in�uence �rm conduct, product

di¤erentiation may perhaps be the most enigmatic.1 For example, existing evidence

regarding the formation of non-cooperative agreements in oligopoly games of repeated

interaction reveals that product di¤erentiation generates two countervailing possibilities.

First, because it induces heightened brand loyalty and lower product substitutability

across product o¤erings, rival �rms are less tempted to initiate price wars since no single

�rm can gain su¢ cient control of an entire market by trivially shaving prices. In markets

where desirable play is enforced by a punishment scheme, di¤erentiation may also curtail

the severity of any punishments precipitated by instances of cheating, thus restricting the

ability of �rms to e¤ectively punish aberrant behavior.2 The net e¤ect on the incentive

compatibility condition of �rms to form non-cooperative agreements is therefore largely

dependent on which e¤ect dominates.

Product di¤erentiation arises when consumers do not view related goods as easily

substitutable, thereby allowing �rms to act as localized monopolies. Local monopolies

develop when �rms exert market power within a narrowly de�ned region of some abstract

product space which represents the range of potential variants of a particular product.3

1Product di¤erentiation as a general concept is discussed extensively in Eaton and Lipsey (1986), Ireland
(1987), Waterson (1989), Beath and Katsoulacos (1991), and Anderson, De Palma and Thisse (1992)
among others.
2See, for example, the discussion in Ivaldi et al. (2003).
3One distinct feature of localized competition is that cross-price elasticities between neighboring goods
are positive and �nite but zero between goods which are not nearest neighbors in the product space

1
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Hence, as a direct result, di¤erentiation is central to most marketing strategies because of

the competitive edge that it yields. The implicit objective of any di¤erentiation strategy

is to build up switching costs so as to discourage consumers from making substitute

purchases (Shum (2004)). However, as a form of non-price competition this strategy is

only e¤ective if a �rm�s product mix is, to some degree, uniquely superior in several

respects such as performance, quality, or convenience.4

Product di¤erentiation has also been credited with resolving the Bertrand paradox

whereby the competitive equilibrium obtains in pricing models even in the case of few

�rms with constant and identical marginal costs. It exists in two polar forms: horizontal

and vertical. Horizontal di¤erentiation is manifest in markets where products di¤er by

variety in �avor, color, fragrance, style, motif or brand identity. Participant consumers

within these markets express heterogeneous tastes and preferences over an entire out-

lay of products, even if all products are identically priced, and no product is viewed as

indisputably better or worse by all consumers. Examples of such markets include ready-

to-eat cereals, laundry detergents, snack foods, toiletries, and carbonated soft drinks. In

vertically di¤erentiated markets, products are unequivocally ranked by quality as in the

markets for automobiles and medical services. A key implication is that even at iden-

tical prices, consumers uniformly prefer the good that is of the highest possible quality.

According to Economides (1989):

�Quality is de�ned as a product feature such that, at �xed prices, all con-

sumers desire higher levels of it. In contrast, all consumers do not want �more�

of a feature of variety.�Ibid, p. 22.

Since Hotelling�s (1929) seminal piece which advanced the idea that consumers and

�rms are jointly dispersed over some abstract product space of �nite length, the broader

IO literature has remained particularly interested in the dynamics of product di¤erentia-

tion within imperfectly competitive markets. For instance, we now know that Hotelling�s

Principle of Minimum Di¤erentiation which implied that �rms have a general tendency

to agglomerate in the center of the market if given a choice of location in abstract product

space is fundamentally �awed. Work subsequent to Hotelling has uncovered evidence to

suggest that �rms in fact prefer to locate at opposite ends of the product spectrum as no

pure strategy price equilibrium can be established when �rms locate in close proximity to

each other. This alternate view has become known throughout the literature as the Prin-

ciple of Maximum Di¤erentiation.5 Based on work by Friedman (1971), further emphasis

4Di¤erentiation must also be sustainable over a period of time and readily communicable. Van Water-
schoot (2000) mentions the case of users of noisy lawnmowers. Somehow, it is widely believed that such
lawnmowers are more powerful.
5D�Aspremont, Gabszewicz, and Thisse (1979). See also Economides (1989).
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has been placed on characterizing the role played by product di¤erentiation in foster-

ing environments conducive to collusion. Several authors including Chang (1991), Ross

(1992), Rothschild (1992, 1997), and Häckner (1994, 1995), among others have adapted

Friedman�s supergame equilibrium concept to the study of collusion to illustrate how

product di¤erentiation impacts price competition and ultimately the incentives to form

non-cooperative agreements in oligopoly models of repeated interaction. These exposi-

tions have yielded mixed outcomes however, prompting a lore in IO that with product

di¤erentiation �anything�can happen (Waterson (1989), p 24).

The empirical branch of the IO literature has likewise undergone a metamorphosis.

Prior to the mid-1990s, infusing product di¤erentiation into empirical demand-supply

equilibrium models presented unique challenges. Under the premise of homogeneous

products a representative market level demand-supply speci�cation completely summa-

rizes the relevant partial equilibrium price-quantity responses. But with di¤erentiated

products a system of demand-supply relationships, one set for each product j = 1; :::; J ,

must be speci�ed. As J increases however, generating empirical estimates of the pa-

rameters of interest from the system becomes exceedingly di¢ cult since the estimation

algorithm quickly consumes available degrees of freedom. As a practical matter, consider

for example a system with J di¤erentiated products which must yield, at a bare minimum,

J2 own- and cross-price elasticities in addition to any income e¤ects. For industries with

hundreds of di¤erentiated products this task is virtually impossible without access to

massive amounts of data. In contemporary parlance this non-trivial problem has become

known as the �incidental parameters curse�(Spanos (1999)).6

The characteristics-based approach to specifying demand, pioneered by Lancaster

(1966), McFadden (1978, 1981), Rosen (1974), and later extended to the estimation of

such models by Berry (1994), and Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) (hereafter BLP)

emerges as a viable alternative for di¤erentiated product markets. This strand of the

literature presupposes that utility is derived from consuming the attributes of a product.

Within this context demand is interpreted as a desire for product attributes and di¤eren-

tiation occurs as a natural consequence of these products possessing various amounts of

said attributes. The discrete choice paradigm, which is at the heart of much of the recent

advances in empirical IO, represents one such class of characteristics-based demand mod-

els. The theory of discrete choice relies on the principle that consumers make indivisible

purchases of at most one unit of a particular product on every purchase incidence and

6E¤orts to combat this problem include imposing ad hoc homogeneity and symmetry restrictions (Deaton
and Muellbauer (1980)), some of which are rarely testable, or estimating multi-stage demand systems
(Hausman, Leonard, and Zona (1994)).
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typi�es consumer behavior in markets for automobiles, computers, and even airline tick-

ets. On comparison with the traditional neoclassical approaches to estimating demand,

these characteristics-based approaches carry the advantage that they allow demand to be

described by a smaller set of unknown parameters since it is projected over a parsimonious

space of attributes. This gives way to a more malleable framework within which added

structure based on information on product characteristics and consumer preferences can

be used in the estimation process along with restrictions on �rm conduct.

In light of the above, this dissertation joins the debate on two fronts. First, the re-

lationship between product di¤erentiation and collusion is discussed from a theoretical

standpoint using the concept of repeated games. A repeated game (or supergame) com-

prises constituent one-shot or single-period base games which are played in each period

t 2 f0; 1; 2; :::g. Interestingly, whereas the subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium (SPNE) for
a �nitely repeated supergame is comprised of independent repetitions of the Nash best

responses from the constituent base games, in�nitely repeated games generate a host of

equilibria even if the best responses from the individual base games are unique. Friedman

(1971) was perhaps the �rst to illustrate this by proving that any individually rational

payo¤vector giving a �rm strictly higher pro�ts than the one-shot Nash equilibrium from

the base games is supportable as a SPNE of the in�nitely repeated supergame given that

all �rms mildly discount the future according to �i = 1=(1 + ri) with �i the �rm-speci�c

discount factor and ri the discount rate. This is the renowned folk theorem result. It

has been shown that within an environment with trigger strategies enforcing cooperative

behavior, the joint-pro�t outcome is one such SPNE although it is never a best response

in the single-period base games.

Because product di¤erentiation is an important factor in�uencing the incentive com-

patibility condition for �rms to sustain cooperative outcomes in games of repeated in-

teraction, chapter 2 of this dissertation is aimed at determining whether collusion on

some joint-pro�t outcome is optimal when �rms are either in close proximity or widely

dispersed in product space. A well established result throughout the literature is that

the collusive outcome is more stable under a wider �rm dispersion as this relaxes the

degree of price competition. In this case, �rms are disinclined to enter into prolonged

price wars with their rivals and will instead focus on ways to further develop and exploit

their localized monopoly power. Häckner (1994) on the other hand demonstrates that

the exact opposite result prevails in vertically di¤erentiated markets. Following in the

spirit of Shaked and Sutton (1982) he showed that when products are di¤erentiated by

quality rather than by their �address�in product space, �rms may indeed become more

receptive to the idea of colluding as the quality disparity lessens. The di¤erence is largely
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due to the fact that in models of vertical di¤erentiation, the competitive (Nash) payo¤s

exert a comparatively greater in�uence on the incentive compatibility condition for a �rm

to sustain collusion than in models which employ the horizontal concept of di¤erentia-

tion. Collusion is thus gradually facilitated as an optimal outcome when the competitive

payo¤s diminish in response to a narrowing quality disparity.

Reconciling these results on the basis of a tractable encompassing model which si-

multaneously features the above mentioned forms of product di¤erentiation is one of the

main contributions of this dissertation. To achieve this objective asymmetry in product

quality is incorporated into an otherwise standard Hotelling duopoly framework à la Dos

Santos Ferreira and Thisse (1996) by assuming that both �rms have access to separate

transport technologies. Hence, each �rm faces di¤erent �product-to-market� costs and

will subsequently pass these on to their respective customers. The resulting mixed model

is then employed to delineate how the interrelationships between both polar forms of

di¤erentiation impact the incentives to form non-cooperative agreements in the duopoly

market and remains more general insofar as it replicates previous �ndings throughout the

literature on di¤erentiation and collusion.

Neven and Thisse (1990) and Anderson et al. (1992) both argue that in these so-called

mixed models of di¤erentiation, the interplay between horizontal and vertical attributes

may generate counter-intuitive comparative statics properties of the price equilibrium. In

fact, in both of these studies, softer competition and a concomitant price increase occur

when both �rms approach each other in product space along the dominated attribute,

a result which runs counter to what obtains in single-dimensional models of horizontal

or vertical di¤erentiation. The heightened rivalry engendered by �rms locating in close

proximity materializes within the mixed model solely when �rms approach each other

along the dominant attribute.7 The implications of these �ndings are profound as collu-

sion may indeed be a distinct possibility under a minimal amount of di¤erentiation even

if only along a single dimension. Remarkably however, although most products are di¤er-

entiated along multiple dimensions there is no existing precedent in the literature which

uses this idea to examine how �rms interface to ultimately form mutually bene�cial agree-

ments. Indeed, whereas the papers by Caplin and Nalebu¤ (1986), Economides (1989),

7Presumably, if (qi; zi) is a variant speci�cation for �rm i = 1; 2 where z and q denote the horizontal
and quality attributes respectively, then (z2 � z1) > (q2 � q1) implies horizontal dominance whereas
vertical dominance is implied by a reversal of the inequality (See Neven and Thisse (1990), pp. 179-
180 and Anderson et al. (1992), pp. 316-317). In related work by Irmen and Thisse (1998), given
a vector of �rm locations a = (a1; :::; an) and b = (b1; :::; bn), the nth characteristic is dominant when
tn(bn�an) > tn�1(bn�1�an�1) >; :::; t1(b1�a1) while n�1 are dominated. It is important to note however
that Irmen and Thisse focused on the more general problem of multi-attribute product positioning and
price competition in a spatial setting rather than on how the interrelationships between both forms of
di¤erentiation a¤ect the comparative statics of the model�s equilibrium outcomes.
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Neven and Thisse (1990), Irmen and Thisse (1998), Tabuchi (1994), and Vandebosch and

Weinberg (1995) all explore multi-attribute product positioning and price competition,

neither of these authors has explicitly extended their discussions to the study of collusion.

This dissertation seeks to close this gap in the literature.

The analysis in chapter 2 reveals that under minimal vertical di¤erentiation, increased

horizontal di¤erentiation via a wider �rm dispersion does in fact preserve the joint-pro�t

outcome as a SPNE of the repeated game, a result which rea¢ rms the conclusions in

Chang (1991), Ross (1992), and Häckner (1995). However, when the market is su¢ ciently

di¤erentiated along both dimensions, there is less collusion on the joint-pro�t outcome

since the high-quality �rm�s gains from deviating are at a maximum. This result implies

that there is an important role for the interplay between both forms of di¤erentiation in

oligopoly models of strategic interaction and suggests that earlier predictions regarding

product di¤erentiation and collusion should be placed in proper context.

Second, this dissertation delves into an empirical application along the lines of BLP to

illustrate the evolution of price competition within the European and United States (U.S.)

car markets in chapters 3 and 4 respectively. The application covered in these chapters

is also intended to highlight the expedience of the BLP methodology for oligopolistic

markets with di¤erentiated products. BLP�s work is based on the New Empirical Indus-

trial Organization (NEIO) approach to modeling �rm conduct (Bresnahan (1989)). This

approach

�...involves the development and estimation of structural econometric mod-

els of strategic, competitive behavior by �rms.� (Kadiyali, Sudhir, and Rao

(2001), p. 162)

Its wide applicability is evidenced by the volume of research it has generated. A list

of topics include post-merger simulations and food demand studies (Nevo (2000); Chidmi

and Lopez (2007)), new product entry and the demand for durable goods (Petrin (2002);

Gowrisankaran and Rysman (2007)), vertical and other forms of strategic relationships

(Sudhir (2001b); Draganska and Jain (2005)), and product innovation and market power

evaluation (Bresnahan, Stern, and Tratjenberg (1997); Nevo (2001)) is demonstrative of

this fact.

Consistent with this line of research, a multiproduct oligopoly model which admits

product di¤erentiation in conjunction with a model of discrete choice is proposed and es-

timated below so as to determine whether or not there exists patterns of anti-competitive

pricing across the car markets in Europe and the U.S. The goal is to separately iden-

tify demand, cost, and conduct parameters from product level data on the respective car
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markets and compare the outcomes from both estimation processes. However, in contrast

to earlier empirical work focused exclusively on characterizing price competition across

broad national markets, the aim here is to uncover whether or not there exist patterns

of anti-competitiveness across distinct segments and subsegments of the respective car

markets where segments are de�ned according to standard marketing classi�cations and

subsegments are de�ned by the country of origin of the particular vehicle.

The implied equilibrium from the models in both chapters 3 and 4 comprises a demand

side similar to Brenkers and Verboven (2006) in which preferences are assumed correlated

across distinct marketing segments and subsegments and a supply side in which �rms

interact repeatedly while setting prices according to a Bertrand rule. On the supply side,

deviations from standard Bertrand pricing are taken as a measure of the intensity of price

competition, as outlined in Sudhir (2001a). On the demand side, endogeneity in prices

due to the presence of attributes unobserved by the econometrician is dealt with using

a linear instrumental variables procedure advanced by BLP with a view to generating

plausible substitution patterns. The parameters of interest generating these substitution

patterns are fed into the pricing model to recover marginal costs and the segment-speci�c

conduct parameters which drive the analyses. It is worth mentioning that the supply

side in both chapters is based on the coe¢ cients of cooperation approach to modeling

�rm conduct (Cyert and Degroot (1973)), a distinct departure from the literature which

assumes that �rms compete according to the myopic Betrand rule. Under this approach,

no restrictions are placed on the form of competition among rival �rms, rather it is loosely

inferred based on the value of a cooperation coe¢ cient which indicates the weighting a

�rm places on rival pro�ts in maximizing its own pro�t function.

These models are estimated using separate data sets. The model in chapter 3 is

estimated on product level data comprising pre- and post-tax list prices, quantities (new

vehicle registrations), and vehicle characteristics indicating comfort, performance, and

safety, of virtually all passenger cars registered in �ve national markets: Belgium, France,

Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom (U.K.), which collectively account for over

80% of annual new vehicle registrations across Europe. The data covers the period

1970 to 1999 and is augmented by macroeconomic data including GDP, exchange rates,

population, and price indexes for these �ve markets. Portions of these data have been

used in previous studies of the European car market including Verboven (1996) and

Goldberg and Verboven (2001). The model in chapter 4 is estimated on a proprietary

data set including similar macroeconomic variables, actual dealer-level transaction prices,

quantities (monthly sales), and vehicle characteristics of the base nameplates for over

240 of the best selling models of cars and light trucks o¤ered for sale in the domestic
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U.S. market between 3Q 2004 to 1Q 2007. The transaction price data is obtained from

J.D. Power�s Power Information Network (PIN) while the sales and vehicle characteristics

data are sourced from various issues of the Wards automotive handbook and from Crain�s

Automotive news publication.

The estimation results from both chapters support the hypothesis that conduct varies

according to the intensity of within-segment competition from rival �rms. More impor-

tantly, the results from Chapter 3 cast doubt on the widely held conclusion that the

European car market is wholly anti-competitive, as there is more competitive pricing in

the compact and intermediate marketing segments, cooperative pricing in the subcompact

and standard segments, and Bertrand pricing in the luxury car segments. Estimates from

the demand model also reveal that cars belonging to the same subsegment are viewed

by consumers as more homogeneous than cars belonging to di¤erent subsegments of the

same marketing segment. In addition, an included foreign �rm e¤ect, intended to cap-

ture any potential competitive advantage domestic incumbents have over foreign �rms

in terms of consumer mean valuation, shows that the foreign competitors indeed face

a competitive disadvantage on comparison with their domestic counterparts. Estimates

from Chapter 4 show that conduct also varies according to the degree of within-segment

competition from rival �rms. In particular, there is more aggressive pricing in the light

truck segments comprising minivans/SUVs and pickups, evidence of Bertrand pricing in

the smaller, entry-level car segments, and more cooperative pricing in the full-size car

segment. Consumers also portray a strong preference for domestically produced light

trucks even though most prefer to drive fuel e¢ cient vehicles.



CHAPTER 2

Product Di¤erentiation and Non-Cooperative Agreements in a

Spatial Duopoly

�A real problem with both vertical and horizontal product di¤erentiation ap-

proaches is their very separation. It seems unlikely that a demand for horizontal

product di¤erentiation will occur in the absence of a demand for vertical prod-

uct di¤erentiation and vice-versa. To combine the two approaches requires us to

view individuals as varying in two respects: in their �ideal�product location as

well as their evaluation of quality.�(Ireland (1987), pp. 93-94).

2.1. Introduction

This chapter investigates the manner in which product di¤erentiation impacts the in-

centive compatibility condition for �rms to sustain non-cooperative agreements in oligopolis-

tic supergames. As is customary for studies addressing this issue, the goal is to determine

whether an implicit joint-pro�t maximization strategy can be maintained as an optimal

market outcome when �rms are either in close proximity or widely dispersed in the prod-

uct space of potential variants. However, in contrast to the previous literature, I proceed

by assuming a mixed model which combines the two prevalent forms of di¤erentiation:

horizontal and vertical, into one encompassing framework. The model is thus atypical to

the extent that products are assumed to simultaneously di¤er in variety and quality. As

a result, what becomes critical to the analysis is the interplay between these two types

of di¤erentiation and how this a¤ects the incentive compatibility condition for �rms to

maintain implicit agreements. Several authors have employed the concept of horizontal

di¤erentiation to show that the joint-pro�t outcome is more stable when �rms are widely

dispersed in the product space as this mitigates competition among rivals. But simi-

lar work based on vertically di¤erentiated markets o¤ers contrasting predictions. These

studies show that the joint-pro�t outcome remains viable even when �rms draw closer

from a quality perspective. Thus, the current chapter attempts to reconcile these results

on the basis of the proposed mixed model of di¤erentiation.1

1The misnomer, multi-dimensional is frequently applied in describing these types of models. However,
a purely multi-dimensional model may or may not simultaneously include aspects of both concepts
of product di¤erentiation. To avert confusion, I will use the term multi-dimensional to refer only to
models which feature multiple dimensions of either horizontal or vertical di¤erentiation. Mixed models

9
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In constructing the model I follow in the spirit of Dos Santos Ferrieira and Thisse

(1996). Vertical di¤erentiation is incorporated into the well known Hotelling (1929)

model by relaxing the assumption that �rms have access to the same transportation

technology. This departure generates a disparity in the �product-to-market�costs �rms

incur in bringing their goods to market. The �rm facing the lower cost is deemed the high-

quality �rm in the model as these transportation costs are treated as an inverse measure

of quality. The model�s implied equilibrium outcomes from joint-pro�t maximization,

competition according to a Bertrand rule, and that which arises when one �rm cheats on

the implicit agreement are then used to establish the incentive compatibility condition.

This condition is based on Friedman�s (1971) supergame equilibrium concept whereby

the net gain from cheating is compared to an in�nite stream of discounted future losses

precipitated by the original deviation.

The model is able to reproduce the familiar result that collusion is more stable under

increased horizontal di¤erentiation only when there exists a minimal amount of vertical

di¤erentiation. However, given a signi�cant disparity in quality, less collusion is support-

able under a wider �rm dispersion in the horizontal dimension. This last result suggests

that the interplay between product features across dimensions is critical to any analysis

regarding product di¤erentiation and collusion. The model also reveals that regardless

of the degree of horizontal di¤erentiation, collusion at the joint-pro�t solution is an in-

creasingly likely outcome as the degree of vertical di¤erentiation diminishes.

The roadmap for this chapter is as follows. First, a brief discussion justifying the

use of the spatial framework is provided in section 2:2 followed by a historical account

of location theory, which is based on the concept of spatial competition, in section 2:3.

Section 2:4 relates the idea of spatial competition to the study of collusion whereas the

formal model is outlined in section 2:5. Results of the analysis are found in section 2:7

while concluding remarks and directions for future research round out the chapter in

section 2:8.

2.2. Background

Although numerous approaches to modeling product di¤erentiation exist in the IO

literature, most can be classi�ed under two broad paradigms. The �rst branch is the

explicitly spatial approach whose appeal extends beyond IO into areas such as political

science, the economics of print and broadcast media, and economic and marketing geog-

raphy. The basic premise of this approach is that consumers and products are indexed

will therefore be those which simultaneously feature both polar forms of di¤erentiation regardless of
dimensionality.
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by their �address� along an abstract space which represents some tangible geographic

continuum or the range of potential variants of a particular product.

Geographic and characteristics-based models of di¤erentiation are formally classi�ed

under the broadly de�ned spatial paradigm. Within geographic models, consumers and

�rms are both di¤erentiated by their respective addresses along the continuum with con-

sumers incurring transportation costs in traveling to their ideal product�s location.2 It is

worth mentioning that �rm rivalry in this context is localized, which means that there

is direct interaction solely with nearest neighbors along the continuum. Di¤erentiation

therefore arises mainly as a result of the relative distances between consumers and �rms

along the continuum since product o¤erings are otherwise standard. Another fundamen-

tal assumption underlying this framework is that the continuum is one-dimensional or

linear. Whereas this diminishes the mathematical complexity of the model and ultimately

aids in the analysis of the implied equilibrium dynamics, several studies have relaxed this

assumption to evaluate the impact of a multi-dimensional continuum on the product

positioning process. These are discussed below. In characteristics-based models, con-

sumers express heterogeneous preferences over an array of attributes intrinsic to di¤erent

products and seek to purchase the product which embodies the ideal amount of desir-

able attributes. Di¤erentiation is therefore a natural occurrence of products possessing

various amounts of these desirable product features. This approach has spawned what

has now become known as hedonic demand theory which aims to estimate the relative

contribution of each product attribute in the demand system, an idea widely in use in the

NEIO framework. Authors such as Lancaster (1966) and later McFadden (1978, 1981),

Rosen (1974), and Berry (1994), have set out the theoretical underpinnings of these types

of characteristics-based models, and this research program has substantially contributed

to the development of the discrete choice models of demand which have now become

the standard workhorse of contemporary empirical work on consumer choice. Discrete

choice models framed against the backdrop of these characteristics-based models have

been brought to the data for empirical validation by BLP, Nevo (2000, 2001), Petrin

(2002), among others.

The non-spatial (�non-address�) branch assumes that aggregate consumer preferences

are broadly de�ned over a �nite or in�nite set of products. The class of representative

consumer models, which has enjoyed prominence in neoclassical demand theory, falls un-

der this category of models. Within this framework, given the vector of market prices,

2The seminal piece by Hotelling (1929) is one of the more widely cited bodies of work in this area.
More recently, the idea of spatial competition has been employed to describe di¤erent aspects of political
rivalry with candidates competing for votes by taking ideological positions in a political spectrum (see
Downs (1997)).
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demand is obtained as the solution to the standard utility maximization problem in which

customers consume a positive amount of all goods o¤ered in the market. Hence, com-

petition is more global than that which prevails in geographically di¤erentiated markets.

The models in Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) and Spence (1976) which rely on the assump-

tion of symmetric di¤erentiation among product o¤erings are both representative of this

treatment.

The representative-goods approach is however criticized on the grounds that it masks

an admittedly obvious source of market diversity arising from heterogeneity in consumer

preferences. As argued in Archibald, Eaton, and Lipsey (1986), one is compelled to

ask what implied restrictions on individual consumer preferences justify the aggregate

preference relation that is at the heart of the analysis. Few satisfactory explanations exist.

Although it is widely thought that the representative consumer model may be derived by

aggregating preferences from the address paradigm, the fact that cross elasticities in the

former are positive for all goods eliminates the potential for localized competition which

is a distinct feature of the latter, thus leading to their exclusion as an acceptable starting

point. Moreover, address models are better suited to account for instances in which

consumers drop out of the market due to rising prices over and above their reservation

utility levels. This is in stark contrast to their representative goods counterpart which is

grounded on the premise that consumers purchase positive amounts of everything.3

2.3. Spatial Models of Di¤erentiation

Location (or �address�) theory has had a long history in economics dating back to

work by Launhardt (1885). It relies on a geographical distribution of consumers and �rms

over some abstract product space which represents the range of product variants. This

discourse is concerned with the strategic product positioning process over the product

space which is usually taken to be one-dimensional. As in the widely cited paper by

Hotelling (1929), the process is depicted as a two-stage duopoly game where �rms com-

pete for ideal locations in product space prior to competing in prices. In this two-stage

game, given the address of its rival, a �rm strategically chooses its location to maximize

pro�ts while noting the comparative static e¤ects of both �rms�proximity on the price

equilibrium. Consumers are uniformly dispersed along the space of characteristics and

each incurs a disutility cost associated with traveling to a particular �rm�s location to

purchase one unit of the product which is assumed homogeneous except for its location

in product space.

3This is illustrated by Salop (1979). In his address model consumers are allowed to purchase given
amounts of an �outside�good which results in zero quantities consumed of the �inside�product o¤erings
in the market.
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The Hotelling location model is perhaps the most famous representation of spatial

di¤erentiation. Its allure is largely based on the fact that it depicts the concept of

horizontal di¤erentiation in a rather succinct manner. The model consists of a �nite

set of �rms F = f1; :::; fg producing a homogeneous good and a �nite set of consumers
J = f1; :::; jg. Firm i, (i 2 F ), and consumer j, (j 2 J) are indexed by their respective
addresses si and sj in a linear space S of unit length, i.e. si, sj 2 S = [0; 1], where

ci is a �rm-speci�c marginal cost and t(si; sj) measures the disutility cost incurred by

a consumer to travel to �rm i�s location. Assuming the reservation price of consumer

j is pj it can be shown that �rm i�s potential market share is de�ned by the condition

ci + t(si; s
j) 6 pj. The model relies on localized competition, with �rms interacting

directly with their nearest neighbors in the linear space S by setting f.o.b. or mill prices,

pi which are constant across all consumers regardless of their address along the continuum.

Consumers patronize �rms o¤ering the lowest delivered price which is the mill price plus

the transportation cost and have preferences described by a conditional indirect utility

function

Vi(S) = p
j � t(si; sj)� pi.

Consumer j purchases at most one unit of the product from �rm i i¤ :

Vi(S) > Vk(S); i; k 2 F; i 6= k,

with sj(pi; pk) denoting the marginal consumer who is indi¤erent between purchasing

from either �rm. Thus, sj is the solution to

Vi(S) = Vk(S); i; k 2 F; i 6= k.

The location of the marginal consumer, which stands as the market boundary between

both �rms is conditional on the prevailing vector of mill prices as price movements may

cause consumers to switch to another �rm�s product or drop out of the market. The

position of this consumer also allows the individual demand functions faced by both

�rms to be de�ned in a straightforward way. The simplest version of the Hotelling model

involves two ice cream vendors located along a beach during a hot day. Both vendors o¤er

�xed prices to consumers who are located at various points along the beach. Consumers

have no overriding preference for either vendor except that they dislike having to travel a

relatively far distance across the hot sand to purchase ice cream which melts easier in this

weather. Central to their decision to purchase from either vendor is therefore the price

plus disutility (or transport) costs incurred in traveling to either vendor�s location. In

response, vendors will choose locations to minimize their relative distance to consumers.

Strategic play by both vendors results in the Nash equilibrium of this location-price game
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where both ice cream vendors locate at the median of the market to capture more of the

other vendor�s customers. Thus, as Hotelling a¢ rmed, vendors will choose an excessive

amount of �sameness�in location.

It is now widely accepted however, that the basic Hotelling framework is fundamen-

tally �awed. In a famous paper, D�Aspremont, Gabszewicz, and Thisse (1979) proved

that no pure strategy price equilibrium can be established in the second stage of the

location-price game if, as Hotelling concluded, �rms agglomerate in the center of the lin-

ear �city.�The reason being that each �rm will always �nd it pro�table to undercut their

rival�s price so as to gain more market share. They instead proved existence and unique-

ness properties of the price equilibrium with quadratic rather than linear disutility costs

t(si; s
j) as Hotelling originally postulated and a location equilibrium in which �rms move

to the polar extremes of the product space to relax price competition. The assumption of

quadratic transport costs was necessary to obviate the di¢ culties which arose because of

discontinuities in the pro�t functions of both �rms at particular prices. Moreover, absent

quadratic disutility costs, �rms in the basic Hotelling model chose locations for which no

corresponding price equilibrium exists. D�Aspremont et al. (1979) instead demonstrate

that the Principle of Maximum Di¤erentiation holds for this class of spatial models as

�rms trade o¤, in equilibrium, the market share e¤ect of attracting more customers by

moving closer to a rival against the intense price competition arising from this action.

Other authors have subsequently relaxed or modi�ed several of the basic propositions

of the original model in order to either restore Hotelling�s Principle of Minimum Di¤er-

entiation or rea¢ rm its counterpart. Economides (1989) sets out to achieve the latter

by introducing an additional choice variable into the Hotelling framework. He assumed

that �rms are endowed with a quality variation technology which is independent of the

level of output produced. Thus, he endogenizes the choice of location, price, and qual-

ity where the latter is independently selected. Economides (1989) was perhaps one of

the �rst studies to successfully incorporate quality variations into an otherwise standard

Hotelling model of horizontal di¤erentiation leading to a so-called �mixed model�of dif-

ferentiation. He pro¤ers two separate versions of his model. The �rst is a two-stage game

with locations chosen in the initial stage and price and quality chosen simultaneously

in the second. The other is a three-stage game in which �rms choose, in sequential or-

der, locations, quality, then price. In both games, the max-min principle was evident

as the SPNE had �rms choosing to maximally di¤erentiate in locations and minimally

di¤erentiate along the quality attribute.

Similar to Economides, Neven and Thisse (1990) proceeded to combine both forms

of di¤erentiation into one encompassing model where product locations (or variants) are
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simultaneously chosen in the �rst stage of the location-price game followed by prices in

the second. In their mixed model they assume a single dimension each of horizontal and

vertical di¤erentiation where the range of potential varieties yi denotes the horizontal

aspect, and is represented by the unit interval [0; 1] whereas the corresponding range

for quality qi is given by the interval [q; q]. Thus, each product variant (yi; qi) 2 [0; 1]�
[q; q] is indexed by its position along the resulting hypercube. Consumers are themselves

indexed by their position (x; �) 2 [0; 1]� [q,q] within the hypercube with x representing

an ideal variant in the space of potential variants and � the consumers�quality valuation.

A typical consumer�s indirect utility arising from the purchase of one unit of the product

from �rm i is therefore:

U(yi; qi;x; �) = R + �qi � (x� yi)2 � pi

where pi denotes the mill price charged by �rm i and R is a reservation level of utility.

The indi¤erent consumer is thus:

�(x) =
(p2 � p1) + (y22 � y21)� 2 (y2 � y1)x

q2 � q1
;

for �rm i = 1; 2 with q2 > q1 (�rm 2 is the high-quality �rm) and y2 > y1. Consequently,
for any x 2 [0; 1], consumers in the interval [0; �(x)] purchase from �rm 1 whereas those

residing within (�(x); 1] purchase from the other �rm.

It becomes important in this setting to distinguish between what is meant by hori-

zontal dominance and vertical dominance since the model�s comparative static properties

are heavily dependent on which prevails. As Neven and Thisse point out, the former

refers to the case where there is a greater degree of di¤erentiation along the space of

varieties than in the quality dimension. Therefore q2 � q1 < 2 (y2 � y1) is indicative of
horizontal dominance whereas a reversal of the inequality denotes the situation called

vertical dominance. One of the remarkable results they obtained which was later high-

lighted in Anderson et al. (1992) is that under horizontal (vertical) dominance the mixed

model�s comparative static responses to the horizontal (vertical) aspects of the model are

similar to what would prevail in single-dimensional models of pure horizontal (vertical)

di¤erentiation. This means that the multi-dimensional model behaves in accordance with

a single-dimensional model of horizontal or vertical di¤erentiation depending on whether

the disparity in variety or quality is larger. With respect to the form of di¤erentiation

that is dominated however, non-standard results obtain. In particular, Neven and Thisse

prove that if su¢ cient di¤erentiation prevails along the vertical dimension, prices often

increase along the dominated horizontal dimension as variants draw nearer in the space

of potential varieties. The intense price competition this action provokes in models of
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pure horizontal di¤erentiation is absent from the mixed model since the market share

e¤ect of moving closer to rival �rms dominates the price e¤ect when �rms are already

su¢ ciently di¤erentiated along the vertical dimension. If, however, horizontal dominance

prevails, the low-quality �rm�s price is observed to increase as the disparity in quality

diminishes. This contradicts previous results by other authors such as Häckner (1994)

who showed that prices in the competitive equilibrium respond negatively to a decrease

in the quality disparity for models of pure vertical di¤erentiation. Ultimately however,

the paper by Neven and Thisse rea¢ rms the max-min principle that �rms only choose

to locate in close proximity to their rivals if they are already su¢ ciently di¤erentiated

along some other attribute.

In contrast to the above authors, Rhee et al. (1993) attempt to restore Hotelling�s

principle using a traditional spatial framework. The twist to their model however is that

product o¤erings within the market embody both observable and unobservable/unmeasured

attributes at the �rm level. The latter set of characteristics play a signi�cant role in con-

sumer choice but they remain either unobserved or unmeasurable on the part of �rms

similar to what transpires in the case of probabilistic choice models (McFadden (1981);

Anderson et al. (1992)). They propose a two stage location-price game where �rms simul-

taneously determine product locations along the observed attribute in the �rst stage be-

fore competing in prices according to a Bertrand rule in the second stage. Given su¢ cient

consumer heterogeneity along the unobservable attributes, they prove that Hotelling�s

Principle is restored in the location subgame for all location-price pairings. The reason

is that as consumer heterogeneity increases along the unobserved attributes, it becomes

the dominant force driving consumer choice, thus relegating price competition and prod-

uct di¤erentiation (along the observed attributes) to the background. This presumably

erodes the competitive edge gained from these latter two factors. In response, �rms

choose softer competition and an increased standardization along the observed attributes

to take advantage of the market share e¤ect of locating in close proximity.

The papers by Ansari, Economides, and Steckel (1998) and Irmen and Thisse (1998)

take a di¤erent route. Both papers analyze product choice and pricing strategy in multi-

dimensional product space where both dimensions contain attributes that are fully ob-

served by �rms. However, their models are not explicitly mixed models of di¤erentiation.

The former examines two and three-dimensional Hotelling models whereas the latter

extends the discussion to the analysis of a model with n arbitrary dimensions using a

framework similar to Neven and Thisse (1990). In the model by Ansari et al. consumers

place weightings on the disutility of distance along each dimension which re�ects the

relative importance of each attribute in the utility function. Regardless of the number of
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dimensions, they observe that �rms choose to maximally di¤erentiate along the attribute

that is deemed most important by consumers and minimally di¤erentiate (i.e. take up

central positions) along others.4 However, multiple equilibria coexist when all attributes

are equally weighted. In two dimensions, max-min and min-max, occur simultaneously

whereas in three dimensions max-min-min and all its permutations are feasible. Simi-

larly, in their model Irmen and Thisse (1998) showed that Hotelling was �almost�right

in a¢ rming his original proposition since minimum di¤erentiation can indeed arise as

an equilibrium along all but one possible dimension. They were able to reproduce the

familiar max-min result given n = 2 but also discovered that �rms in general chose

max-min-...-min di¤erentiation given n > 1 arbitrary dimensions.5

Other variants of the Hotelling model have surfaced in the literature to examine a

wide range of issues. Salop (1979) studied the extent of entry on product proliferation

across a spatial duopoly similar to Hotelling. He assumed however that the space of

characteristics was circular rather than linear to avert �corner�problems that arise when

�rms are located near the end-points of the �nite product space. Firms competing on

this circular disc are equidistant from each other and have nearest neighbors on either

side. Thus, in contrast to the Hotelling model no location is more desirable than any

other. This means that the �rst stage in the location-price game can be omitted from

any further analysis without loss of generality. Indeed, this stage is absent from Salop�s

(1979) model and is replaced by a phase during which �rms with common marginal costs

decide whether or not to enter the market and incur a �xed cost of entry.

Gabszewicz and Thisse (1986) and Dos Santos Ferreira and Thisse (1996) have also

contributed to this literature by attempting to explicate how vertical di¤erentiation can

be precisely incorporated into the Hotelling paradigm. Their approaches are dissimilar

as the former assumes that both �rms are located outside S = [0; 1] on the same side.

Therefore, the �rm closest to the inhabitants residing within the city is deemed to be the

high-quality �rm because of the shorter distance to its location. Gabszewicz and Thisse�s

(1986) comparison of the outcomes from the location-price game in their speci�cation

with the standard Hotelling prediction is revealing. They show that a SPNE exists for

all location-price pairings in their model, quite unlike the instability which results when

4This may explain the recent proliferation of hybrid automobiles or low-fat, low carbohydrate products
by automakers and food manufacturers respectively. Interestingly Ansari et al. use ice cream as an
example of such a product. At the time observation, they noted a wide disparity in the fat content per
100-gram serving across all brands at a grocery store, but all more or less had the same 25 grams of
carbohydrates and sugar. Presumably consumers placed higher emphasis on fat content per serving and
manufacturers responded by di¤erentiating with respect to this characteristic.
5Similar conclusions are derived by Tabuchi (1994) in a two-dimensional Hotelling model, and Vanden-
bosch and Weinberg (1995) who extends the one-dimensional model of Shaked and Sutton (1982) to two
dimensions.
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�rms agglomerate in the center of the Hotelling linear city. The latter two authors assume

that both �rms are located arbitrarily in S = [0; 1] but due to the presence of �rm-speci�c

transport costs, one �rm�s product is unequivocally less expensive. Their model is based

on earlier work by Launhardt (1885) who is arguably the founder of contemporary location

theory.6 The model�s key assumption is that transport costs represent an inverse measure

of quality and so the �rm with the lower �product-to-market�costs is judged the high-

quality �rm. They extend Launhardt�s original work by endogenizing quality choice in a

two stage quality-price game. Firms freely choose their transportation technologies before

competing in prices in subsequent rounds of the two-stage game. In line with Neven and

Thisse (1990), but in contrast to Economides (1989), they only considered two cases:

one in which �rms were located at either endpoints of the linear city (i.e. maximum

horizontal di¤erentiation), and another where �rms are identically located at the market

center (i.e. minimum horizontal di¤erentiation). This because it was discovered that

no pure strategy Nash equilibria could be established for some location-price pairings.

Given dissimilar transportation technologies, existence and uniqueness of the location-

price equilibrium was only guaranteed when �rms were located su¢ ciently far apart or

in close proximity in the horizontal dimension. Similar to Neven and Thisse (1990) they

also uncovered a familiar max-min tendency of �rms in their two-stage game: under

maximum horizontal di¤erentiation, �rms end up choosing similar transportation rates

along the quality dimension whereas they attempt to maximize the disparity in quality

under minimum horizontal di¤erentiation.

This dissertation employs the approach advanced by Dos Santos Ferreira and Thisse

(1996) to study the e¤ect of price competition on the incentive compatibility condition of

�rms to sustain collusion in repeated games in section 2:5. This framework is preferred

because it retains much of the salient features of the Hotelling model. Hence, the results

are directly comparable to those from previous studies which have used a similar model

environment.

2.4. Product Di¤erentiation and Collusion in Repeated Games

Firms collude for a number of di¤erent reasons. Predominantly, the intent is to ex-

pand pro�ts either by jointly restricting output or maintaining collusive prices above their

competitive levels. In the absence of binding contracts however, agreements are usually

founded on the basis of a tacit understanding among the connected parties. Indeed, ad-

herence is unenforceable through the legal system and depends in large measure on the

6See Backhaus (2000) for a brief biographical sketch of the life and work of Launhardt.
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existing incentives to deviate. A prospective deviant may unilaterally consider undercut-

ting prices or expanding output to the detriment of other �rms within the collective and

might only be deterred by a credible punishment mechanism designed to forestall such

errant behavior.

Trigger strategies (Friedman (1971)) are often used to enforce desirable behavior in

games of repeated interaction. They prescribe deference to the implicit rules of the col-

lective insofar as all competitors agree to abide. However, if cheating is uncovered at time

t, all �rms revert to the one-shot equilibrium from t+1 ad in�nitum. The allure of these

Nash reversion strategies is based primarily on their straightforward interpretation and

simplicity although there exists other, possibly more complicated, more stringent forms

of punishment. The �carrot-and-stick�penal code (Abreu (1986)) is one such alternative.

This symmetric two-phase scheme consists of reward (the carrot) and punishment (the

stick) phases where �rms return to colluding in time period t+ 2 onwards after episodes

of intense competition up to the period immediately preceding in response to earlier de-

viant play. It is important to note however, that if �rms ignore the prescribed rule of

play in the punishment phase, it continues inde�nitely until all competitors come to their

�senses.�If cheating is again detected at some point, the two-phase process is repeated.7

Several authors including Chang (1991), Ross (1992), and Häckner (1994, 1995, 1996)

have adapted Friedman�s supergame framework to investigate the implications of di¤er-

entiated product markets on collusion. Chang (1991), Ross (1992) and Häckner (1995,

1996) all analyze collusive stability in the context of horizontal di¤erentiation whereas

Häckner�s (1994) study is framed against the backdrop of a vertically di¤erentiated mar-

ket. With the exception of Häckner (1996) which utilizes Abreu�s symmetric punishment

scheme, all have employed trigger strategies à la Friedman (1971).

The common theme in these studies which have employed the horizontal concept

is that the gains from deviating outweigh any impending punishments as the market

becomes less di¤erentiated horizontally. When products are closely substitutable there-

fore, collusion is an increasingly unlikely prospect. However, according to the survey by

Ivaldi et al. (2003) this outcome is not incontrovertible since di¤erentiation generally

impacts the gains and punishments from deviating in like fashion. Indeed, they argue

that horizontal di¤erentiation has an ambiguous e¤ect on collusive stability because it

simultaneously limits the gains from deviating and weakens the credibility of the threat to

7Häckner (1996) successfully incorporates this punishment mechanism into his study of di¤erentiation and
cartel stability and concludes the standard result that increased di¤erentiation relaxes price competition
and preserves cartel stability. This outcome is apparently robust to modi�cations of the punishment
mechanism.
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punish deviant behavior. The outcome is thus ultimately determined by the relative im-

pact of the gains versus the punishments from some optimal deviation strategy. Although

these countervailing forces are also at play in vertically di¤erentiated markets, Häckner�s

(1994) results suggest that the punishment payo¤s exert a comparatively greater in�u-

ence. Thus, when the quality disparity is minimal the net punishment from deviating,

which is de�ned as the di¤erence between the payo¤s from a one-shot deviation and that

earned during the punishment phase, increases as the payo¤ in the punishment phase is

reduced. This increase is su¢ cient to outweigh any one-time net gains from deviating

and contributes to the discovery of more collusion when products are less dissimilar in

a quality sense. All in all much sharper predictions can be envisioned for models which

employ the concept of vertical di¤erentiation.8

Other authors have challenged the above �ndings on the grounds that they appear to

be unrobust and highly sensitive to the underlying model structure. Gupta and Venkatu

(2002) departed from the mill pricing assumption often used in spatial models of di¤er-

entiation and instead presented a model where �rms compete in setting delivered prices.

Their results were in stark contrast to the literature as they discovered that collusion was

more stable under a smaller �rm dispersion. In Tyagi (1999), albeit a model with quan-

tity competition, the demand speci�cation was shown to a¤ect the relationship between

di¤erentiation and collusion. In particular, for linear and concave demand speci�ca-

tions increased di¤erentiation strengthened the formation of collusive arrangements as

the gains from deviating were overbalanced by the incentives derived from adhering to

the arrangement. Furthermore, the relationship was non-monotonic for convex speci�-

cations as collusion was shown to be unstable only in cases where products were nearly

perfectly substitutable.

Deneckere (1983) also explores this model-speci�city issue by highlighting the im-

portance of strategic variable choice. He used a linear demand speci�cation to compare

predictions under Cournot (quantity) and Bertrand (price) competition and concluded

that whereas the relationship between implicit collusion and product di¤erentiation was

non-monotonic under Bertrand pricing, increased di¤erentiation actually hindered the

sustainability of collusion under Cournot competition. Rothschild (1992) analyzes a sim-

ilar issue and con�rms Deneckere�s �ndings for Cournot games. However, in contrast to

the latter, he found that increased product substitutability actually contributed to the

instability of the collusive outcome in Bertrand games. Closely related is subsequent work

by Rothschild (1995) which extends the discussion in Deneckere (1983) and Rothschild

8Gabszewicz and Thisse (1986) also present evidence in support of the claim that the price equilibrium
in horizontally di¤erentiated markets is more fragile than in markets segmented by quality.
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(1992) by endogenizing the choice of strategic variable. He discovers that the discount

factor necessary to sustain collusion is greater when �rms choose price rather than quan-

tity competition. This implies that collusion is supportable in Bertrand games if �rms

are more patient than would have been required under Cournot games. Furthermore,

he showed that regardless of the strategic variable selected for deviation, collusion was

more easily deterred when the deviant �rm opted to compete in prices than in quantities

during the punishment phase.

It is worth noting however that the above mentioned papers have all analyzed the

current issue from the perspective of single-dimensional models where di¤erentiation is

assumed to take the form of either of the two polar cases. Although this overlooks the

fact that a large number of product markets are not simply categorized in this manner

it eschews the mathematical complexities that arise in the study of multi-dimensional

models. Moreover, the results from Neven and Thisse (1990) and Ansari et al. (1998)

presumptively justi�es proceeding in this manner.

But single-dimensional models of di¤erentiation may also obscure the critical trade-

o¤s associated with consumer product choice. For example, despite the perceived dif-

ferences in quality and performance among certain brands of computer hardware and

software, compatibility with other software or hardware peripherals is an equally impor-

tant product feature governing the purchase decision. Another classic instance is that of a

car buyer who is confronted with several vehicle features such as color, body style, fuel ef-

�ciency, and reliability and crash test ratings when contemplating a purchase. Arguably,

fuel e¢ ciency, reliability, and crash test ratings could be considered vertical characteris-

tics. One can imagine that all consumers would prefer a �better�car which yields 40 mpg

with front and side-impact airbags included as standard features to another which only

yields 20 mpg with less safety features if both were o¤ered at identical prices. But even

after selecting her ideal quality-type, the buyer might still be dissatis�ed with the color

choices on the lot, or for arguments sake, might prefer a sedan body style to a station

wagon. In light of both examples, the salient issue then is how does a consumer trade-o¤,

say, less performance, safety, or quality for a more compatible or ideal product along

another given dimension. The analysis of these dynamics are interesting issues worth

considering. However, single-dimensional models of horizontal or vertical di¤erentiation

discount the interplay between product characteristics and headline only those considered

to be immediately important. This greatly reduces the scope of these models and in that

sense, they become useful only from the standpoint of adjudicating a �rst intuition into

the role played by product di¤erentiation in oligopolistic environments.
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2.5. Model Environment

The repeated game framework is crucial in maintaining an environment conducive

to collusion since the joint-pro�t maximizing price is never a best response in the con-

stituent single-period base games. For any form of implicit agreement to be sustainable,

it necessarily must form part of the SPNE of the entire supergame. This is feasible when

desired play is enforced by a system of rewards and punishments as outlined in Friedman

(1979). According to Friedman, with �grim� trigger strategies cooperative behavior is

maintained if the short term gains from cheating are weakly dominated by the present

discounted value of joint-maximum pro�ts.

Firm i�s trigger strategy 'i, is de�ned as:

(2.1) 'i =

8>>>>><>>>>>:
pi1 = p

col l
i

pit = p
col l
i if pk� = pcol lk (i 6= k)

for � = 1; :::; t� 1
pit = p

b
i otherwise

where the joint-pro�t maximizing price pcol li prevails insofar as its rival does the same.

Otherwise, �rm i reverts to Bertrand pricing pbi along the punishment path. Accordingly,

the incentive compatibility condition is:

(2.2) �di +
1X
�=1

��i�
b
i <

1X
�=0

��i�
col l
i

or

(2.3) �di +
�i�

b
i

1� �i
<

�colli

1� �i
with �col li , �di , and �

b
i the payo¤s from, respectively, cooperating, deviating or charging

the punishment price. The right hand side of Eq. (2:2) depicts the payo¤s to cooperating

whereas the left hand side displays the gains from deviating which include a one-time

payo¤ �di plus an in�nite stream of punishment payo¤s �bi . The following is obtained

after some algebraic manipulation:

(2.4) �i >
�di � �col li

�di � �bi
� �i.

The �rm-speci�c threshold (or critical) discount factor �i de�nes the lower boundary of

the set of such factors admitting collusive behavior, and, as the threshold is lowered, the

set of discount factors that support collusion widens. Since payo¤s to both �rms are
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impacted by product di¤erentiation, it is easy to de�ne:

(2.5) �i >
�di (� ,�)� �col li (� ,�)
�di (� ,�)� �bi(� ,�)

� �i(� ,�);

where � and � both represent the levels of vertical and horizontal product di¤erentiation

respectively. The restriction in (2:5) is especially useful. The numerator denotes the per-

period gain from deviating while the denominator depicts the corresponding per-period

net punishment from deviating. It is also readily veri�able that the threshold, �i(� ,�) is

decreasing in �col li (� ,�) but increasing in �bi(� ,�) and �
d
i (� ,�).

Following Tyagi (1999), Eq. (2:5) can be rewritten as

(2.6) �i =
�i

1� �i
=

Az }| {
�di =�

col l
i � 1

1� �bi=�
col l
i| {z }

B

,

(ignoring the arguments � and �) where the numerator now represents the percentage

gains from deviating rather than colluding and the denominator the percentage gains

from cooperating instead of competing. Here, �i is increasing in both A � �di =�col li and

B � �bi=�
col l
i . The aim is to study how product di¤erentiation impacts the incentive

compatibility condition (2:5) through its impact on (2:6).

2.5.1. The Model

Technology

As in standard linear models of spatial di¤erentiation there exists a continuum of

consumers uniformly indexed by taste i.e. their �address� along a bounded interval

F = [0; 1] of unit mass. Consumers make indivisible purchases of one unit of the product
from �rm i = 1; 2. Both �rms are symmetrically located at a1 = a and a2 = a + � with

ai 2 F = [0; 1] and � > 0. Each �rm produces a single variety of a homogeneous good,

marginal costs are normalized to zero and there are no �xed costs of production. Firms

have access to di¤erent transport technologies, which is a departure from the standard

Hotelling model in which t1 = t2 = t. It is further assumed that �rm 1 incurs a lower cost

when shipping its output to the market and therefore t1 6 t2 (ti 2 [t; t] � <+). It is thus
straightforward to construct the ratio � � t1=t2 2 (0; 1]. Low values of � are indicative of
a wide quality disparity or signi�cant vertical di¤erentiation whereas the aforementioned

parameter � represents the distance between both �rms in abstract product space and

denotes the degree of horizontal di¤erentiation within the market. In what follows, �rm 1

will be the high-quality �rm since the ti�s can be viewed as an inverse measure of quality.
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Finally, without loss of generality, �rms will choose mill prices p1 and p2 strategically

and pass on transport costs to their consumers. As outlined, the mixed model is more

general than Hotelling�s (1929) spatial framework or Häckner (1994) since it nests both

within a single encompassing structure. The classic Hotelling �linear city� is a special

case when � = 1 while Häckner�s (1994) set-up may be thought of as a limiting case as

� ! 0. The following de�nitions are instrumental in describing the market in terms of

the parameters of interest � and �:

De�nition 1. If � = 1 the market is maximally di¤erentiated.

Under maximal di¤erentiation, both �rms are located at opposite ends of the horizon-

tal product spectrum. Maximal di¤erentiation will be short for maximum horizontal

di¤erentiation.

De�nition 2. If � = 1 the market is a �standard Hotelling�one.

Thus, absent vertical di¤erentiation when � = 1 the model is substantively equivalent to

Hotelling (1929).

De�nition 3. If � = 1 and � t 0, the market is �absolutely di¤erentiated�and there
is maximum di¤erentiation in both dimensions.

When � = 1, there exists maximum horizontal di¤erentiation. Combined with � t 0 the
market is maximally di¤erentiated horizontally and vertically.

Preferences

In the model each consumer with taste � 2 F = [0; 1] and uniform reservation price

V incurs disutility costs ti jai � �j measured as the distance from their ideal variant along
the horizontal dimension. The utility of the typical consumer � is given by

(2.7) U(�) =

8>><>>:
V � t1 ja1 � �j � p1 if buying from �rm 1

V � t2 ja2 � �j � p2 if buying from �rm 2

0 otherwise

where a consumer purchases from �rm i i¤:

V � ti jai � �j � pi > V � tk jak � �j � pk, i; k = 1; 2, i 6= k.

Note that pi+ti jai � �j is the delivered price charged by �rm i. Algebraically, the market
boundary delineating both �rms�sphere of in�uence is given by the position of consumer

�� who is indi¤erent between purchasing from either �rm. From

V � t1 ja1 � �j � p1 = V � t2 ja2 � �j � p2
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Figure 2.1. Market areas with a single marginal consumer

it is easy to solve for

(2.8) �� = a� p1 � p2
(1 + �) t2

+
�

1 + �

with pi + �ti > pk, i; k = 1; 2, i 6= k. The assumption

Assumption 4.

V > 3t2=2

completes the characterization of the segmented market. This assumption on the reser-

vation utility ensures full market coverage, and hence strictly positive demand for all

consumers, in and out of equilibrium.Figure 2:1 depicts plots of U(�) from Eq. (2:7) in-

cluding the marginal consumer ��. As is evident, consumers in the interval [0; ��] patronize

the high-quality �rm since they earn higher utility while those residing along (��; 1] buy

from the other �rm. Additionally, consumers in close proximity to either �rm�s location

achieve higher utility levels than consumers on the outskirts of both �rms�market areas.

Firm 1�s market area is also wider than that of the second �rm due to di¤erences in

transport rates as re�ected by the slopes of the delivered price schedules
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Figure 2.2. Market areas with two marginal consumers

The existing asymmetry in transport rates generates an interesting turn of events.

Indeed, since t1 6 t2 it is possible for Firm 1 to intrude into the hinterland of Firm 2

and capture consumers to the right of Firm 2�s location. Hence, there may also be an

indi¤erent consumer, �
00
located to the right of a+� (see Fig. 2:2). Moreover, when both

�rms are located in close proximity to each other there is a second marginal consumer, �
0

located to the left of Firm 1�s location (Fig. 2:3).Demands are summarily represented as

(2.9) D2(p1; p2) =

8>><>>:
minf�00 ; 1g �maxf0; �0g if 0 6 p2 + �t2 6 p1
minf�00 ; 1g � ��if p1 6 p2 + �t2 6 p1 + �t1

0 if p1 + �t1 6 p2

where D1(p1; p2) = 1 � D2(p1; p2), �1 = p1D1(p1; p2) and �2 = p2D2(p1; p2). As Dos

Santos Ferreira and Thisse (1996) point out, on comparison with the market area of the

high-quality �rm, the low-quality �rm�s market area is always connected: it is either

[��;min f�00; 1g] or [maxf0; �0g; minf�00 ; 1g]. In contrast, the high-quality �rm�s market
area may be the union of two separate subregions: [0; �

0
] and [�

00
; 1].
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Figure 2.3. Market areas with two peripheral marginal consumers

Their study also reveals that equilibria in the location-price game are guaranteed when

�rms are located su¢ ciently far apart. Thus, the current analysis proceeds under the

assumption that Firms 1 and 2 are located, respectively, in the lower and upper quartiles

of the horizontal product spectrum i.e. � > 1=2. Locations are taken as exogenous

and focus is then placed squarely on characterizing the impact of price competition in

the second stage on the incentive compatibility condition for �rms to sustain implicit

collusive agreements.

In this case, demands will be expressed as: D1(p1; p2) = 1�(1��
�
) andD2 (p1; p2) = 1� ��

with corresponding pro�ts

(2.10) �1 = p1

�
2(p2 � p1) + (1 + � + (1� �)�)t2

2(1 + �)t2

�
and

(2.11) �2 = p2

�
2(p1 � p2) + (1 + � � (1� �)�)t2

2(1 + �)t2

�
.
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2.6. Per-Period Setting

The per-period market outcomes underlying the incentive compatibility conditions in

Eqns. (2:5) and (2:6) are derived in this section. These include the payo¤s to optimal

deviation, joint-pro�t maximization and the payo¤s along the punishment path.

2.6.1. Joint-Pro�t Maximization

A priori, due to the asymmetric nature of the market, it is not straightforward how

one should de�ne the joint-pro�t maximization problem. Indeed, Friedman argues that

any individually rational payo¤ vector giving a �rm strictly higher pro�ts than that

obtained in the Nash one-shot subgames is supportable as an equilibrium under mild

discounting. In the literature, maximization of the sum of individual �rm pro�ts is

widespread. However, this study adopts a di¤erent approach. Following Häckner (1995)

it is assumed that the joint-pro�t maximizing price in the case where �rms locate in the

upper and lower quartiles of the market is such that the consumer at address � = 1=2 is

made indi¤erent between buying and not buying. It is readily veri�able that higher prices

result in partial market coverage as some consumers around � = 1=2 will choose not to

buy when the price exceeds their reservation utility level whereas lower prices generate

no additional demand. This process is analogous to both �rms jointly maximizing the

size of a hypothetical �pie�which will then be distributed between them according to

some pre-arranged agreement.

This restriction yields prices

(2.12) pcol l1 = V � ��t2
2
, pcol l2 = V � �t2

2

and corresponding joint-maximum pro�ts

(2.13) �col l1 =
2V � ��t2

4
, �col l2 =

2V � �t2
4

where it is readily veri�able, similar to the Bertrand case, that the high-quality �rm

charges a higher joint-maximum price and earns higher pro�ts. The following lemma

proves that full market coverage prevails at the joint-pro�t maximizing equilibrium.

Lemma 5. There is full market coverage under joint-pro�t maximization.

Proof. See the appendix. �
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2.6.2. Competitive Mill Pricing

Each period within the price subgames, �rms simultaneously choose mill prices pb1 and p
b
2

to maximize Eqns. (2:11) and (2:12) respectively, assuming the rival�s price is constant.

These prices become the solution to the Bertrand problem in the one-shot price subgames

and serve as the Nash equilibrium along the punishment path. All �rms revert to this

Bertrand threat point once an instance of cheating is observed forcing the deviant(s) to

do the same. First order conditions for this problem yield reaction functions:

p1 =
2p2 + (1 + � + (1� �)�)t2

4
, p2 =

2p1 + (1 + � � (1� �)�)t2
4

,

implying that both products are strategic complements. These generate candidate solu-

tions to the Bertrand problem:

(2.14) pb1 =
(3(1 + �) + (1� �)�)t2

6
, pb2 =

(3(1 + �)� (1� �)�)t2
6

with pro�ts:

(2.15) �b1 =
(3(1 + �) + (1� �)�)2t2

36(1 + �)
, �b2 =

(3(1 + �)� (1� �)�)2t2
36(1 + �)

.

In this model the high-quality Firm charges a higher price and earns higher pro�ts because

it enjoys a greater market share.9 Were the model a standard Hotelling one however, with

t1 = t2 = t, both �rms would charge identical prices and achieve the same level of pro�ts,

�1 = �2 = t2=2. The following is in order.

Lemma 6. The market is fully covered along the punishment path.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 5. If the market is covered under joint-pro�t maximiza-

tion, it will be covered at lower prices when �rms adopt the Bertrand rule. �

2.6.3. Optimal Deviation Prices

The joint-pro�t solution is never a best response in the one-shot price subgames because

each �rm seeks to win more market share at the expense of its rival once the joint-pro�t

price is set. The solution to a �rm�s pro�t maximization problem taking the joint-pro�t

maximizing price of its rival as given represents the optimal deviation price in this setting.

Both �rms maximize pro�ts:

(2.16) �1 = p1

�
2(pcol l2 � p1) + (1 + � + (1� �)�)t2

2(1 + �)t2

�
�

9All second order conditions have been satis�ed. Dos Santos Ferrieira and Thisse (1996) show that Eq.
(2:14) is indeed an equilibrium when both �rms are located near the ends of the linear city (i.e. the
degree of horizontal di¤erentiation is large enough).
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and

(2.17) �2 = p2

�
2(pcol l1 � p2) + (1 + � � (1� �)�)t2

2(1 + �)t2

�
,

yielding deviation prices:

(2.18) pd1 =
2V + (1 + � � ��)t2

4
, pd2 =

2V + (1 + � � �)t2
4

.

Pro�ts are determined by substituting Eq. (2:18) into (2:16) and (2:17) above to give

(2.19) �d1 =
(2V + (1 + � � ��)t2)2

16(1 + �)t2
, �d2 =

(2V + (1 + � � �)t2)2

16(1 + �)t2
.

Lemma 7. The market is fully covered under optimal deviation.

Proof. By Lemma 5 since the market is fully covered it will remain so if one �rm

deviates by undercutting the joint-pro�t price. Thus, it su¢ ces to show that each �rm�s

deviation price is lower than the joint-pro�t price. A quick comparison of the deviation

and joint-pro�t prices for both �rms reveals that this is the case as long as Assumption

4 holds. �

2.7. Restrictions on the Discount Factor

Recall that the main objective is to determine how the parameters of interest, � and �,

which indicate, respectively, the existing degree of horizontal and vertical di¤erentiation,

impact the comparative static properties of the price equilibrium and ultimately the

incentive compatibility condition for �rms to sustain collusive pricing. Therefore, in this

section, the market outcomes obtained above are employed to derive the restriction on

the threshold discount factor �i.

Before proceeding, it is instructive to evaluate the model�s implied outcomes when

the market is standard Hotelling. First, recall that the percentage gains from cheat-

ing rather than cooperating, de�ned as A � 1,
�
A � �di =�col li

�
, in conjunction with the

gains from cooperating rather than competing, 1 � B,
�
B � �bi=�col li

�
both impact the

incentive compatibility conditions for �rms to sustain the joint-pro�t maximum outcome.

Depending on the relative magnitudes of these e¤ects, the threshold discount factor may

either increase or decrease in response to changes in �. Absent vertical di¤erentiation,

the following expressions

A =
(2V + (2 + �)t2)

2

8(2V � �t2)t2
and

B =
2t2

(2V � �t2)t2
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Figure 2.4. Gains from cheating over cooperation

are identical across both �rms. It is relatively simple to show how � impacts the above

ratios. Both
@A

@�
= �4V (V � �t2)� (4� �

2)t2
8(2V � �t2)2

< 0,

and
@B

@�
=

2t22
(2V � �t2)2

> 0

indicate that as the market is maximally di¤erentiated (� ! 1), the percentage gains from

cheating over cooperation and the percentage gains from cooperation over competition

both decrease monotonically as can be seen from Figs. 2:4 and 2:5 respectively. Due to

the presence of these o¤-setting e¤ects, the overall impact on the critical discount factor

appears ambiguous. When the market is standard Hotelling the expression

(2.20) �1 = �2 = � =
2V � (2 + �)t2
2V + (6� �)t2

represents the critical discount factor restriction which is also necessarily identical for

both �rms. From Fig. 2:6 the threshold discount factor is inversely related to the ex-

isting degree of horizontal di¤erentiation. Indeed, this suggests that even though the

percentage gains from cheating over collusion and the percentage gains from collusion

over competition both decrease as the market is maximally di¤erentiated, the former

e¤ect is the dominant one.On this basis we establish the following.

Remark 8. When the market is standard Hotelling, the price e¤ect dominates the

market share e¤ect. The joint-pro�t outcome is thus supportable as a SPNE over a wider
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Figure 2.5. Gains from cooperation over competition

set of discount factors when both �rms choose to locate further apart in the horizontal

dimension.

This is readily apparent after taking the derivative of the expression in Eq. (2:20)

with respect to �, yielding

@�

@�
= � 8t2

(2V � (6� �)t2)2
< 0,

which rea¢ rms the familiar result that collusion is more stable, and thus increasingly

likely under a wider �rm dispersion. It is however more di¢ cult to analytically evaluate

the above expressions for the more general case with arbitrary values of � and � since the

�rm-speci�c threshold discount factors along with the ratios A andB are now complicated

functions of both parameters.10 Henceforth, the analysis proceeds numerically.

First, plots of A� 1 and 1�B are displayed in Figs. 2:7� 2:14. From Figs. 2:7 and
2:8 it appears that for the high-quality �rm the incentive to cheat rather than maintain

the joint-pro�t outcome falls sharply over the entire range of � as the quality disparity

diminishes. Therefore, regardless of the existing degree of horizontal di¤erentiation, the

high-quality �rm increasingly favors cooperation over reneging from the implicit agree-

ment as the degree of vertical di¤erentiation decreases. From Figs. 2:9 and 2:11 how-

ever, the gains to collusion over competition for the high-quality �rm appear to decrease

steadily as both � and � increase. This means that the high-quality �rm, whilst now lean-

ing toward the joint-pro�t strategy as both �rms�products draw nearer from a quality

10These are shown in the appendix.
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Figure 2.6. Critical Discount Factor in the standard Hotelling Case

perspective, possesses an added (and, somewhat weak) incentive to choose the Bertrand

outcome over collusion as the disparity in quality lessens, if the �rms are su¢ ciently

di¤erentiated horizontally. Here again the presence of these two o¤-setting e¤ects makes

it di¢ cult to outrightly predict the overall impact of both parameters of interest on the

threshold discount factor. A similar situation arises for the low-quality �rm as the gains

from cheating over collusion (Figs. 2:11 and 2:12) and the gains from collusion over

competition (Figs. 2:13 and 2:14) both decrease markedly as � and � increase. Typical

Figure 2.7. Gains from cheating over collusion for Firm 1
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Figure 2.8. Contours of A� 1,
�
A � �di =�col li

�
for Firm 1

Figure 2.9. Gains from collusion over competition for Firm 1

plots of the threshold discount factors are provided in Figs 2:15. to 2:18. Note that both

remain continuous 8 � 2 (0; 1], � 2 [1=2; 1]. Additionally, �1 achieves a maximum when

the market is absolutely di¤erentiated, whereas �2 is at its highest when � is close to

1=2 and the quality disparity is large i.e. at low values of � . From the expressions in the

appendix, it is also veri�able that �1 > �28 � 2 (0; 1], � 2 [1=2; 1] after substituting the
boundary condition on the reservation utility level from Assumption 4.
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Figure 2.10. Contours of 1�B,
�
B � �bi=�col li

�
for Firm 1

Figure 2.11. Gains from cheating over collusion for Firm 2

Comparing the contours in Figs. 2:16 and 2:18 however, we see that while �2 is

everywhere decreasing as � and � ! 1, �1 increases marginally when � ! 1 at low values

of � , but tends to decrease when � ! 1 and � is close to 1. This means that as long as the

high-quality �rm retains its signi�cant quality advantage, it is less willing to cooperate

when the market is maximally di¤erentiated. However, when both �rm�s products are

nearer from a quality perspective, the reverse occurs as the high-quality �rm now behaves

in accordance with the predictions throughout the literature and portrays a softer stance
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Figure 2.12. Contours of 1� A;
�
A � �di =�col li

�
for Firm 2

Figure 2.13. Gains from collusion over competition for Firm 2

toward cooperation when both �rms locate further apart in the horizontal dimension F .
Hence the following:

Theorem 9. Both functions, �1 (� ; �) and �2 (� ; �), are continuous in � ; � space with

�2 (� ; �) < �1 (� ; �). The function �2 (� ; �) decreases monotonically as � ; � ! 1 whereas

�1 (� ; �) increases when � ! 1 and � 2 (0; 0:6) but decreases thereafter as � ! 1.
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Figure 2.14. Contours of 1�B,
�
B � �bi=�col li

�
for Firm 2

Figure 2.15. Firm 1 Threshold Discount Factor �1 (� ; �)

Proof. Substituting the boundary condition on the reservation utility in Assumption

4 along with the payo¤s to joint-pro�t maximization, deviation and competitive mill

pricing into the expressions for �1 (� ; �) and �2 (� ; �) is su¢ cient to show that both are

continuous in � ; � space and that �2 (� ; �) < �1 (� ; �) with �2 (� ; �) everywhere decreasing

and �1 (� ; �) �rst increasing, and then decreasing over the relevant ranges of � . �
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Figure 2.16. Contours of �1 (� ; �)

Figure 2.17. Firm 2 Threshold Discount Factor �2 (� ; �)

These conclusions are in stark contrast to the predictions in Chang (1991), Ross

(1992), and Häckner (1995) which have all employed the concept of horizontal di¤eren-

tiation to show that collusion at the joint-pro�t solution is increasingly likely under a

wider �rm dispersion. Within the current model, with the binding restriction on the

high-quality �rm since �2 < �1, this result materializes solely when the disparity in

quality is minimal. In this instance, there is a positive relationship between horizontal
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Figure 2.18. Contours of �2 (� ; �)

di¤erentiation and collusive stability since �1 falls as � rises. However, when the mar-

ket is absolutely di¤erentiated there is now a negative relationship between horizontal

di¤erentiation and sustainability because the high-quality �rm is less receptive to col-

lusion when the market is su¢ ciently di¤erentiated in both dimensions. The reason is

that when the disparity in quality is large the gains from cheating over collusion are at

their widest for the high-quality �rm because deviation payo¤s are at a maximum. As

the quality advantage is eroded however it can be shown that deviation payo¤s decrease

markedly relative to an increase in the payo¤s along the punishment path. Indeed, the

Nash equilibrium solution from the one-shot price subgames dominates the payo¤s to de-

viating from the joint-pro�t solution as � ! 1. Therefore, when the market is a standard

Hotelling one, more collusion is facilitated as �rms move further apart in the horizontal

dimension. This result con�rms the claim in Häckner (1994) that more collusion arises

when the quality disparity is minimal within a purely vertically di¤erentiated model. In

fact this outcome is evident for the current model regardless of the existing degree of

horizontal di¤erentiation, further highlighting its generality.

2.8. Summary and Conclusions

This chapter�s main goal was to characterize the relationship between product di¤er-

entiation and collusion within a spatial duopoly market. Thus, the well-known Hotelling

model formed the backdrop against which the study was framed. However, the assump-

tion that both �rms had access to separate transport technologies was introduced as an
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important departure from the usual Hotelling set-up. This assumption was crucial in that

it allowed the concept of vertical di¤erentiation to be imported into the Hotelling frame-

work in a rather succinct manner. The resulting mixed model of di¤erentiation was then

used to explore the impact of price competition on both �rms�incentive compatibility to

maintain non-cooperative agreements.

Results from the analysis prove that the interplay between both types of di¤eren-

tiation is critical to any analysis regarding product di¤erentiation and collusion. By

incorporating vertical di¤erentiation into an otherwise standard Hotelling model it has

been shown that the positive relationship between sustainability of the collusive outcome

and the degree of horizontal di¤erentiation only materializes when the market is mini-

mally vertically di¤erentiated. However, as the market becomes absolutely di¤erentiated,

the high-quality �rm is less receptive to the idea of colluding and will indeed prefer to de-

viate from the joint-pro�t solution as the gains to doing so increases. This result suggests

that any discussion concerning product di¤erentiation and collusion should be placed in

proper context. One cannot therefore speculate on the association between both phenom-

ena on the basis of single-dimensional models of di¤erentiation as these are inadequate

for the purpose they are intended to serve.

It is also important to note that the analysis can be extended in several meaningful

ways. One method is to proceed along the lines of Irmen and Thisse (1998) and assume

multiple dimensions of both forms of di¤erentiation. Although such a broadly general

model could quickly become unwieldly, it would perhaps be an even more realistic por-

trayal of consumer product markets rather than the model used in this study. This type

of model would allow the researcher to compare the comparative static properties of the

price equilibrium when there are either multiple dimensions of horizontal and vertical

di¤erentiation or multiple dimensions of a single form of di¤erentiation. This is left for

future research.



CHAPTER 3

Competition in the European Car Market

3.1. Introduction

Since 1985 the European Union (E.U.) has given automobile manufacturers through-

out Europe the latitude to negotiate selective and exclusive vertical agreements with

their dealers. This Block Exemption (BE) system, as it is called, covers the way cars

are sold and serviced across the E.U. It allows manufacturers to freely select their own

dealers (dealer selectivity) and establish certain criteria such as training of sta¤ and per-

formance and sales targets. Manufacturers are also allowed to assign exclusive territories

to their dealers (territorial exclusivity) where no one else is permitted to sell. The dealers

bene�ting from these selective and exclusive distribution (SED) agreements are however

prohibited from selling more than one marque and thus the new car market is but one

of a few industries across Europe which explicitly restricts intra- and interbrand compe-

tition.1 Naturally, this exemption system, while providing some relief from competition,

has paved the way for anti-competitive practices. Indeed, it has opened the door for man-

ufacturers to establish virtual monopolies in many countries across Europe, prompting

observers to refer to the car market as one of the most protected havens of European

industry.2

Against this background, this chapter is aimed at determining whether or not there

exist patterns of anti-competitive pricing across di¤erent segments of the European car

market. However, unlike previous empirical work focused exclusively on characterizing

price competition across national markets, the current study seeks to develop an under-

standing of how competition evolves at a much �ner level. A key motivating factor arises

from discussions in Brenkers and Verboven (2005) and Verboven (2007). These studies

maintain that because antitrust regulation relies heavily on market shares as a basis for

decision making, it is imperative that the relevant product markets yielding these shares

are carefully delineated. In their analysis Brenkers and Verboven (2005) show that the

relevant markets for cars across Europe are poorly de�ned at a broad geographic level.

1See Verboven (2007) for a complete discussion regarding the evolution of the BE system which was
initially based on an earlier system of individually granted exemptions. Importantly, under the BE
system there are still a number of clauses, called �black� clauses, that are not tolerated under any
circumstance. These include reseale price maintenance or other vertical types of price �xing.
2See, for example, Akbar (2003).
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In particular, they provide empirical results highlighting the fact that the relevant mar-

kets are suitably de�ned at a more detailed level which includes segments de�ned by

standard marketing classi�cations and subsegments de�ned by country of origin.3 This

chapter implements the recommendations in both studies above and thereby creates a

more richer structure within which an array of competitive interactions can be studied.

Thus, rather than developing broad measures of conduct to describe competition across

national markets the chapter seeks to determine whether or not there exists patterns of

anti-competitiveness across distinct segments and subsegments of the car market where

segments are de�ned according to standard marketing classi�cations and subsegments

de�ned by the country of origin (i.e. home or foreign) of the particular vehicle.

It is easy to imagine that �rms operating within these segments and subsegments

would tailor their strategies in response to competition from closely-located rival �rms,

therefore paying strict attention to rivals operating within their own segment or subseg-

ment than to other �rms outside of their immediate vicinity. This has several interesting

implications. For instance, �rms competing within atomistic market segments dominated

by an overly popular target population may �nd it di¢ cult to maintain a long-run prof-

itability view of the market in the face of intense competition from close rivals. It is duly

noted that �rms competing within these segments are likely to be constrained in their

ability to price cooperatively over the long term. By a similar argument, if consumers

portray heavy brand loyalty because of a reluctance to switch to competing brands, �rms

are likely to be motivated to price aggressively within segments targeted to �rst time

buyers knowing fully well that they will be able to reap the future potential bene�ts of

a stable customer base. However, in segments dominated by older, repeat buyers who

are more loyal and less price sensitive, �rms may instead be motivated to soften their

competitive stance as the gains in new customers from intense competition is likely to be

o¤set by losses incurred from their existing customer base.

It is worth noting that whereas a large body of empirical literature exploring these

issues has developed in reference to the U.S. car market, comparatively less is known

about the nature of price competition across its European counterpart. In fact, although

the European car market is widely employed as a pedagogical aid in various studies on

the evolution of price dispersion across the E.U., the intensity of price competition seldom

plays a major role in generating wide disparities in prices and has not been investigated

3Various methods can be used to de�ne a relevant market. The most widely applied rule is based on
the method used in U.S. merger analysis known as the 5% rule. This �hypothetical monopolist� test
entails considering whether demand and supply substitution patterns would prevent �rms from pro�tably
raising price above some competitive level, starting from a narrow market de�nition and progressively
enlarging the market until a con�guration that generates a pro�table price increase is found, (see, for
example, Ivaldi and Verboven (2005)).
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at a detailed level. But with the recent thrust by the European Commission (E.C.) to

legislate complete liberalization of the car market throughout Europe, it is crucial that

reliable measures of consumer welfare and the extent of price competition be established

in order to evaluate the e¤ect of any proposed policy. This chapter takes an empirical

approach to tackling these issues within the context of the European car market and

seeks to develop a more �ner picture of competition across the market.

Conventional discrete choice methods are employed in conjunction with a multiprod-

uct oligopoly framework which admits product di¤erentiation. The primary focus is on

separately identifying demand, cost, and conduct parameters from product level data.

The implied market equilibrium brought to the data consists of a demand side modeled

in the spirit of Berry (1994) and Brenkers and Verboven (2006) in which preferences are

assumed correlated across distinct marketing segments and subsegments and a supply

side in which �rms interact repeatedly in setting prices according to a Bertrand rule. In

the pricing model on the supply side, deviations from standard Bertrand pricing are taken

as a measure of the intensity of price competition as outlined in Sudhir (2001a). In terms

of the demand side, endogeneity in prices due to the presence of unobserved product at-

tributes is dealt with using a linear instrumental variables procedure advanced by Berry,

Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) (hereafter, BLP) in order to generate plausible substitution

patterns. The parameters of interest generating these substitution patterns are then fed

into the pricing model in order to recover marginal costs and the segment-speci�c con-

duct parameters which drive the analysis. The model is estimated on product level data

comprising prices (pre- and post-tax list prices), quantities (new vehicle registrations),

and vehicle characteristics indicating comfort, performance, and safety, of virtually all

passenger cars registered in �ve national markets: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and

the United Kingdom (U.K.), which collectively account for over 80% of annual new vehi-

cle registrations across Europe. The data set is also augmented by macroeconomic data

including GDP, exchange rates, population, and price indices for these �ve markets.

The estimation results lend support to the hypothesis that conduct varies accord-

ing to the intensity of within-segment competition from rival �rms and casts doubt on

the widely acknowledged school of thought that the European car market is wholly anti-

competitive. Speci�cally, there is evidence of competitive pricing behavior in the compact

and intermediate marketing segments, cooperative behavior in the subcompact and stan-

dard segments, and Bertrand pricing in the luxury car segments. From the demand

model, we also see that cars belonging to the same subsegment are viewed by consumers

as more homogeneous than cars belonging to di¤erent subsegments of the same mar-

keting segment. In addition, an included foreign �rm e¤ect, intended to capture any
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potential competitive advantage domestic incumbents have over foreign �rms in terms of

consumer mean valuation, shows that the foreign competitors indeed face a competitive

disadvantage on comparison with their domestic counterparts.

The chapter proceeds as follows. Section 3:2 discusses segment-speci�c competition in

the context of the car market and formulates conjectures which will be tested within the

model. Section 3:3 provides a brief overview of the European car market and highlights

the impact of the B.E. system on competition across Europe. The empirical model

is developed in section 3:4 and the estimation strategy is outlined fully in section 3:5.

Empirical results based on the product level data set are discussed in section 3:6. Section

3:7 concludes.

3.2. Segment-Speci�c Competition

For years, Europeans, even more than most Americans, have remained �erce brand

and national loyalists. It was typical of French drivers to remain with Renault, Peugeot,

and Citroën, Italians with Fiat, Alfa Romeo, and Lancia, and Germans with BMW,

Volkswagen, and Mercedes. German manufacturers have been the major bene�ciaries of

brand loyalty.4 In fact, almost 60% of polled respondents in a 2005 survey of German

car owners by the consulting �rm Capgemini stated that they would likely purchase

the same brand they are currently driving from the same dealer which provides their

after-sales servicing.5 The study further states that younger car buyers are more savvy

in terms of conducting research prior to purchase and have become harder to please in

comparison to older buyers who remain loyal to a particular brand and are less likely

to use a wide range of sources to inform their purchase decisions. A separate study by

Lambert-Pandraud et al. (2005) of French buying patterns lends support to the idea

that older car buyers remain loyal to a particular brand. These authors show that age

has a strong impact on the probability that a consumer would repurchase the previous

brand. Of the young buyers surveyed, 42% repurchased the previous brand versus 54%

for middle aged individuals and over 70% for older buyers. Moreover, whereas 6% of

young buyers considered only one brand, the corresponding proportion for middle aged

and older buyers was 11% and 27% respectively.

An even more recent study by R.L. Polk of U.S. consumer buying patterns for 2006

model year vehicles reveals that these patterns are also relatively consistent for the U.S.

4An article appearing in the Businessweek magazine concluded that more than two thirds of Mercedes
E-class drivers in Germany are repeat buyers. The number of repeat buyers of BMW lines is even greater
than this �gure. It is widely believed that this type of reputation has allowed BMW to charge prices
upwards of 10% to 30% higher than comparable models and to o¤er incentives signi�cantly lower than
the industry average on similar makes and models.
5Capgemini: �Cars Online 05/06 - Germany �ndings.�
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economy. As Table 3:1 shows, regardless of brand origin, older buyers tend to be more

loyal. In fact, whereas consumers aged sixty-�ve and older represented only 13.4% of new

owners returning to the market for another new vehicle in 2006, they typically rated the

highest for brand loyalty at just over 50%.6

Table 3.1. U.S. Consumer Loyalty by Age: 2006 Model Year Vehicles

Age of Head Percentage of Returning consumers loyal to....
of Household Asian Brands Domestic Brands European Brands
18� 24 43:0 39:5 32:2
25� 34 41:6 39:8 30:3
35� 44 43:9 40:7 33:6
45� 54 47:7 43:0 37:9
55� 64 50:8 45:6 41:1
65� 74 55:1 47:4 42:5
75+ 59:8 51:1 46:4

Overall Loyalty 47:6 43:5 37:3

Source: R.L. Polk

The demographic pro�le of car buyers is also brought into sharp focus. An empirical

study of segment-speci�c competition in the U.S. car market by Sudhir (2001a) revealed

that the market for smaller, entry-level subcompact cars is dominated by �rst time buyers

(approximately 40%) and young professionals, many of whom are in their mid-thirties. In

an attempt to encourage purchase and build brand awareness among this key demographic

manufacturers o¤er deeply discounted prices and other incentives in the hope that, once

lured, they will be able to charge higher prices to these same consumers in the future.7

As he points out, the situation is reversed for full and mid-sized lines where buyers have

a mean age of just under sixty and forty-�ve years respectively. Only 2% of consumers

buying full-sized cars were actually purchasing their �rst car versus 10% for buyers of mid-

sized lines. This partly explains Sudhir�s (2001a) �ndings of aggressive pricing behavior in

the mini and subcompact marketing segments, more cooperative behavior in the markets

for mid-sized lines, and Bertrand behavior in the market for full-sized vehicles. The

pattern arises because manufacturers remain highly motivated to price aggressively in

the smaller car segments to capture �rst time buyers and young adults. On the other

hand, manufacturers are less motivated to compete vigorously for older buyers who are

already loyal and will instead price more cooperatively in the segments targeted to older,

repeat buyers.

6R.L. Polk: �Asian Brands See Dramatic Rise in Owner Loyalty.�January 10, 2007.
7Recent work by Dubé, Hitsch and Rossi (2007) suggests however, that within mature markets in which
consumers incur a cost of switching to a di¤erent brand the incentive for a �rm to lower price in order
to attract new customers may indeed outweigh the incentive to �harvest�its existing customer base by
charging higher prices.
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The competitive structure of the market which emerges from the interrelationships

among rival �rms is likewise as important in explaining this pattern. According to Bould-

ing and Staelin (1993), overly crowded market segments in which �rms compete aggres-

sively to service the dominant target population may yield more volatile pricing patterns

than would have been the case with less vigorous competition. Under these conditions,

�rms are limited in their ability to charge prices over and above their competitive levels.

On the other hand, within segments where consumers portray a great deal of loyalty to

a particular brand, �rms possess the motivation and the ability to soften their competi-

tive stance as there is less competition for the dominant target population across these

segments.

From a game-theoretic perspective, this ability-motivation paradigm (Boulding and

Staelin (1993)) proves useful in constructing formal hypotheses about price competition

and �rm conduct. The central premise is that �rms need both the ability and the mo-

tivation to successfully implement a particular strategy. Sudhir (2001a) is perhaps the

only study which combines insights from the theory of repeated games and the ability-

motivation paradigm to formulate testable conjectures for the U.S. car market. A similar

approach is adopted here to unearth valid conjectures for the European car market.

Indeed, one expects that �rms which take a long-run pro�tability view of the market

will be constrained in their ability to price cooperatively across markets which exhibit

intense competition but will be more than able to pursue this type of strategy other-

wise. Similarly, �rms will be motivated to price cooperatively in segments which are less

competitive and populated by loyal consumers. In summary therefore, it is clear that

�rms in the smaller car segments, while limited in their ability to price cooperatively,

have tremendous motivation to be aggressive. However, in the larger car segments �rms

are less hampered in their ability to price cooperatively and remain highly motivated

to cooperate by keeping price high in order to take advantage of loyalty e¤ects. By the

ability-motivation paradigm, there should be more aggressive behavior in the smaller car

segments and more cooperative behavior in the larger car segments. These conjectures

are formally tested for the European car market.

3.3. The European Car Market 1970-1999

Issues relating to market integration and price convergence across the E.U. are still

hotly debated throughout Europe. In particular, the European car market has been

placed under intense scrutiny due to its well documented episodes of deviation from

the Law of One Price, criticism that it has been one of the most protected havens of
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European industry, and because of its relatively signi�cant value-added contribution to

the European economy.8

Automobile manufacturers and their special interest groups across Europe have long

sought to convince the E.U. community that the industry warrants special treatment. The

basis of their argument was that the automobile was unlike other o¤-the-shelf consumer

goods since after-sales servicing and safety maintenance formed important aspects of

the product bundle. Their lobbying led to the E.C.�s adoption of Block Exemption

Regulation (BER) 123=85 in 1984 that exempted the industry from Article 81(1) of the

Treaty of Rome.9 This came after the E.C. conceded to the claims of the European

manufacturers that investments undertaken to establish dealer networks and o¤er after-

sales maintenance and spare parts could not be made without reasonable �nancial security

and return on investment (Akbar (2003)). Moreover, since an interbrand externality arises

because investments by a manufacturer are not speci�c to a set of brands carried by the

dealer, the BER, it was thought, could make investments speci�c to the manufacturer�s

brand thus remedying any externality e¤ects (Besanko and Perry (1993)). After much

debate, BER 123=85 was later renewed in 1995 as BER 1475=95, the latter representing a

preliminary move toward liberalization of the car market, granting to distributors, among

other freedoms, the right to sell cars of other manufacturers and to advertise outside of

one�s territory, both of which were taboo under the previous regime. As reported by the

E.C., such changes were necessary in order to �enhance competition.�

Although the manufacturers have been resolute in extolling the virtues of the ex-

emption system, maintaining that its restrictive e¤ects are potentially outweighed by

consumer bene�ts, groups such as the European Bureau of Consumer Unions (B.E.U.C.)

have been equally steadfast in their criticism. Their contention is that the system re-

stricts competition and is in con�ict with E.U. integration initiatives because there are

limited opportunities for cross-border arbitrage to eliminate persistent international price

di¤erentials. The above concerns have not fallen on deaf ears. Responding to pressure

from these large consumer interest groups, the E.C. has since replaced BER 1475=95,

which expired in September 2002, with BER 1400=2002 �de�ned as being stricter than

its predecessor. BER 1400=2002 limits the types of agreements exempt under Article

8Figures from the European Automobile Manufacturers Association (A.C.E.A.) indicate that A.C.E.A.
members alone contribute over e4 billion annually in R&D and investment expenditure to the E.U.
economy. The auto industry also accounts for over 7 percent of all manufacturing employment in the
E.U.-27.
9The Treaty of Rome is also known as the E.C. Treaty. Article 81(1) explicitly prohibits agreements,
decisions between associations of undertakings and concerted practices between undertakings which may
a¤ect the balance of trade among E.C. member states and which have as their objective the prevention,
restriction or distortion of competition across the E.U. common market. Article 81(3) on the other hand
allows for exceptions on the condition that consumer bene�ts outweigh any anti-competitive e¤ects.
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81(1) of the Treaty of Rome with a view to remedying the anti-competitive features of

the car market. An implication of this change in arrangements between the manufacturers

and their respective dealers is the potential for stronger, mostly intra-brand competition

which was non-existent under BER 1475=1995. It is the E.C.�s hope that agreements

falling within the categories de�ned by BER 1400=2002:

�...can improve economic e¢ ciency within a chain of production or distribution

by facilitating better coordination between the participating undertakings. In

particular, they can lead to a reduction in the transaction and distribution costs

of the parties and to an optimisation of their sales and investment levels.�10

Nevertheless, the jury is out on the supposed welfare gains the new BER will generate

as it still allows manufacturers to impose either selectivity or exclusivity although not both

simultaneously.11 Furthermore, there is lingering uneasiness among dealers who remain

unprotected against threats to terminate their dealerships. These underhanded practices

have arisen in the past whereby manufacturers have either blocked parallel imports or

threatened to cut o¤ dealers in lower priced markets who supplied to buyers in higher

priced ones. In fact, the E.C. imposed a �ne of e102 million on the Volkswagen (V.W.)

Group in January 1998 for this type of behavior. This was, at the time, the largest ever

�ne imposed by the E.C. on an individual company and represented approximately 10% of

V.W.�s annual pro�ts. Subsequent to their investigations, the E.C. discovered that V.W.

actively tried to block Italian dealers from selling to customers in higher priced markets

and systematically reduced pro�t margins and bonuses of authorized dealers who sold

outside their allotted territories. The former DaimlerChrysler and Opel were also �ned for

separate infringements of E.C. competition rules in the area of car distribution. Daimler

was �ned e72 million in 2001 for blocking parallel imports and price �xing whereas Opel

was �ned e43 million in 2000 for obstructing exports of new cars from the Netherlands

to other E.U. member states. Interestingly, V.W. was brought up on a separate charge

in 2001 for attempting to �x retail prices and was �ned a further e30.96 million.12

One can make an argument that the degree of market power held by car manufac-

turers throughout Europe is the abiding factor behind their actions. As outlined in BER

1400=2002:

�The likelihood that such e¢ ciency-enhancing e¤ects [i.e. from the current Reg-

ulation] will outweigh any anti-competitive e¤ects due to restrictions contained

10Commission Regulation E.C. No. 1400/2002 of 31 July 2002.
11In a recent study, Brenkers and Verboven (2006) attempt to quantify the welfare implications of
liberalizing the distribution system. I refer the reader to their paper for details.
12See Table 2 in Verboven (2007) for a complete list of infringement cases since BER 123/85.
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in vertical agreements depends on the degree of market power held by the un-

dertakings concerned and therefore on the extent to which those undertakings

face competition from other suppliers of goods or services regarded by the buyer

as interchangeable or substitutable for one another, by reason of the products�

characteristics, prices or intended use.�

However, as argued in Verboven (2007) and Goyder (2005), there is no sound basis upon

which to base any allegations of extensive market power. Indeed, whereas BER 1400=2002

stipulates that manufacturers are allowed to apply the exemption if their market shares

do not exceed a certain threshold level, there is no requirement to de�ne the relevant

product market in Article 81(1). How then are these thresholds interpreted? It is worth

noting that the concept of demand substitutability largely determines whether a manu-

facturer holds a dominant position in a particular market. Thus, in determining whether

a manufacturer possesses some degree of market power, it becomes necessary to de�ne

the relevant market such that from the point of view of the consumer, a Peugeot 205 is

considered closely substitutable to a Toyota starlet, for example. This issue highlights

the fact that a detailed study on the evolution of competition across the car market is

warranted. This chapter embarks on such an investigation taking the relevant product

markets as segments de�ned by marketing classi�cations and subsegments de�ned by the

country of origin of the vehicle.

A priori, lower prices and reduced markups should prevail in countries with signi�cant

import penetration and moderate �rm concentration in the car sector. Casual observation

suggests this is the case for Belgium, a relatively open country with no domestic producers.

This is in stark contrast to the economies of Germany, Italy, and the U.K., for example,

which have traditionally featured higher prices, are relatively more concentrated, and by

design have experienced relatively little international penetration.

Although manufacturers in these heavily protected domestic markets have remained

relatively unscathed from external competition the proliferation over the last several

decades or so of Japanese and Asian model ranges across Europe has proved challenging.

This is compounded by the fact that Japanese and Asian lines have generally been well

represented in the smaller, entry-level segments which form the core business of several

European car makers (see Table 3:2). Fiat has su¤ered the greatest damage because the

company relies heavily on its domestic market and has always been viewed as a compact

car company despite its attempts at rebranding and image renewal. Fiat controlled

over 60% of the Italian car market in the late 1980�s but mounting competition in the

smaller car segments led to a decline in its market share to just over 47.5% by the

early 1990�s. To curb Fiat�s slumping sales due to heightened external competition, the
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Italian government in the mid 1990�s embarked on an ambitious campaign to fully match

manufacturer rebates of up to two million lire (at the time about $1,320) with government

scrappage incentives. The measure was designed to get people to replace their cars 10

years or older with safer, more e¢ cient, cleaner running domestically produced vehicles

but the end result was that sales slumped even further after the expiration of the incentive

period.

Table 3.2. Firm Distribution in the European Car Market 1970-1999 (per-
cent share)

Big Six Producers Japanese Big Three Producers
Fiat Ford GM PSA Renault V.W. Toyota Honda Nissan

Subcompact 41:1 20:2 12:8 37:2 43:2 29:2 19:6 1:27 28:75
Compact 18:9 31:2 22:1 15:18 26:5 24:5 33:1 37:14 22:5
Intermediate 20:8 23:7 18:9 23:1 12:9 31:6 25:02 13:3 31:25
Standard 10:1 24:0 29:6 24:4 17:3 12:5 22:2 32:3 10:0
Luxury 8:6 0:7 16:5 � � 2:03 � 9:5 7:5

French automakers have likewise su¤ered a similar fate. In 1996 both French giants,

Peugeot and Renault rolled out their respective incentive packages and initially gained

market share as a result. However, sales plummeted when the �rst wave of incentives

expired. The ensuing price war resulted in reduced pro�t margins for all those selling cars

in France. But whereas the combined market share held by Renault and the PSA group

which owns Peugeot fell from 59% to 56% in 1996, overall import sales led by Japanese

brands rose by 20% over the same year, increasing importers�market share to 44% up

from 41%.

A New York Times piece by Tagliabue (2003) reveals the extent to which Japan�s

car makers have made life uncomfortable for domestic incumbent �rms. Many Japanese

�rms have actually taken steps to re-engineer their best selling models speci�cally for

the European market in an attempt to persuade more individuals to switch allegiance.

Furthermore, the ��exible production system�employed by Japanese car manufacturers

whereby a greater number of di¤erent models of cars, with fewer units each, are manu-

factured at a lower cost and in a shorter time than mass production techniques has left

many European manufacturers in their wake.

The waning in�uence of the Big Six producers across Europe as re�ected by their

declining market share (See Figure 1 and Tables B:1 and B:2), is directly attributable

to the in�ux of vehicles originating from outside the E.U. The collective market share of

the Big Six producers has fallen steadily between 1970-1999 concurrent with a marked

increase in the overall share of Japanese and Asian-made vehicles. And yet, given the

ongoing process of European integration, Japanese automakers will soon have even more
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Figure 3.1. Japanese/Asian Import Penetration (percent market share)
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unfettered access to European markets which could spell further trouble for domestic

incumbent �rms.

3.4. The Empirical Model

In this section, the empirical model which is brought to the data is fully speci�ed.

The demand model is formulated under the assumption that preferences are appropriately

described by a �exible multi-level nested logit framework. While the nested logit is less

sophisticated than the more general random coe¢ cients logit methodology of BLP or

Nevo (2001), Berry (1994) shows that it can still be thought of as a random coe¢ cients-

type model in which heterogeneity depends on discretely measured characteristics rather

than on continuously measured features of the product. Besides, the nested logit is

also computationally less burdensome and still yields plausible substitution patterns by

mitigating the IIA problem.13

On the supply side, the �coe¢ cients of cooperation� approach to measuring �rm

conduct (Cyert and Degroot (1973)) is employed to identify the segment-speci�c con-

duct parameters. The method is based on the notion that �rms place a weighting on

rival pro�ts upon evaluating their own objective function and encompasses an array of

equilibrium assumptions regarding competitive behavior. The standard non-cooperative

(Bertrand) outcome is obtained when �rms place a zero weight on rival pro�ts. However,

if �rms place a positive (or negative) weight on rival pro�ts, the result is more (or less)

13The IIA problem is also the so-called �red-bus, blue-bus�problem of McFadden (1978).
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cooperative relative to the Bertrand outcome. It should also be noted that although the

supply side does not take into account the dynamic consequences of �rm decisions, these

can be crucial given that the study pertains to automobiles, an important durable good.

3.4.1. Speci�cation of Automobile Demand

It is assumed that a typical consumer i within market m = 1; :::;M at time period

t = 1; :::; T chooses among the j = 0; :::; Jmt di¤erent alternatives (model ranges) to

maximize conditional indirect utility Uijmt given by:

max
j=0;:::;Jmt

Uijmt = X
0

jt� � �pjt + �jt + �ijmt(3.1)

� �jm + �ijmt

where j = 0 is reserved for the �outside�alternative of not purchasing a new car. The

inclusion of the outside good is important to the extent that it ensures the overall demand

for cars is not perfectly inelastic which allows the aggregate demand curve for new cars to

be downward sloping. From Berry (1994) the term �j (momentarily dropping the market

identi�er and time subscripts) denotes the �mean�utility level which is common to all

consumers within a particular market. The mean utility is a linear function of vehicle

attributes (horsepower, fuel e¢ ciency, etc.) collected within the K-dimensional vector

Xj, prices pj, and the level of unobserved (to the econometrician) vehicle quality �j. The

residual term �ij arises due to the e¤ect of maximization errors, personal idiosyncrasies, or

unmeasured variables and is identically and independently distributed across consumers

and alternatives.

As is standard for models in which consumers make discrete choices, the alternative

that yields the greater level of satisfaction will ultimately be purchased. Consumer i will

purchase alternative j i¤:

(3.2) Uij > Uik; 0 6 k 6 J; k 6= j

Consistent with the recommendations in Berry (1994) the mean utility provided by the

outside good is normalized to zero and thus Ui0 = �i0. Hence, from (3:2) the following is

obtained:

sij = Prf�j + �ij > �k + �ik; k 6= jg

= Prf�ik < �ij + �j � �k; k 6= jg(3.3)

=

1Z
�1

Fj(�ij + �j � �0; :::; �ij; :::; �ij + �j � �J)
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where sij is the probability that consumer i chooses alternative j, the Fj�s are the partial

derivatives of the joint cdf F (�i0; :::; �iJ) with respect to its j-th argument, and �0 is

the mean utility generated by the outside alternative. McFadden (1978) has shown that

di¤erent parameterizations of the joint cdf produce di¤erent types of discrete choice

models. In particular, if F (�i0; :::; �iJ) is of the generalized extreme value (GEV) class

and the j alternatives are partitioned into non-overlapping subsets or nests according to

some discretely measured characteristic, the nested multinomial logit (NMNL) model is

obtained.

In line with the focus of the paper, the alternatives within each market are therefore

fully partitioned into Gm mutually exclusive marketing segments de�ned as subcompact

(SC), compact (C), intermediate (I), standard (S), and luxury (L). Table 3:3 gives some

examples of typical models within the respective segments.

Table 3.3. Models by Segment Classi�cation

Segment Example
Subcompact Peugeot 205, Toyota Starlet
Compact V.W. Golf, Fiat Tipo

Intermediate Mitsubishi Galant, Mazda 626
Standard Volvo 240, Citroën CX
Luxury Audi A8, Saab 9000

Each of these �inside�segments g = 1; :::; Gm is further partitioned into h = 1; :::; Hgm

country of origin subsegments de�ned as �home�(H) or �foreign�(F) and thus the model

features Jgm alternatives within each subsegment and
GmP
g=1

HgmP
h=1

Jgm = Jm for each market

m. This system of groupings is justi�ed if cars within a particular marketing segment or

subgroup share common features or are perceived to be more similar than cars external

to the segment or subsegment.

Table 3:4 illustrates the similarities among cars belonging to a particular segment

broken down by market. As is evident, subcompact and compacts are more fuel e¢ cient

albeit less powerful and constitute the bulk of annual sales across the sample. There

are also more subcompact and compact lines to choose from with luxury lines being the

least available. In terms of pricing, average pretax prices are lowest within Belgium and

highest for Germany and the U.K. This is due to the fact that Belgium is a relatively

open economy with no domestic producers unlike the economies of Germany and the UK

which have both erected arti�cial barriers blocking the �ow of parallel imports in order

to protect domestic producers.

If we assume that the alternatives can indeed be partitioned as speci�ed above, and

if it is maintained that F (�i0; :::; �iJ) is a member of the GEV class of models we obtain
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Table 3.4. Average Segment Characteristics (1970 - 1999)

Belgium
Subcompact Compact Intermediate Standard Luxury

Sales (Units) 138 183 130 82 74
Number of Models 25 21 20 17 7
Horsepower (hp) 44:2 66:38 80:30 104:91 131:25
Size (in sq. m.) 7:78 9:30 10:22 11:24 11:76
Fuel Ine¢ ciency (liters) 6:7 7:95 8:51 9:64 10:04
Price (e) 3512 4976 6509 8247 13; 909

France
Subcompact Compact Intermediate Standard Luxury

Sales (Units) 1; 276 776 676 372 184
Number of Models 21 18 16 14 5
Horsepower (hp) 44:5 67:56 80:63 104:98 129:12
Size (in sq. m.) 7:85 9:28 10:23 11:26 11:71
Fuel Ine¢ ciency (liters) 6:74 7:84 8:43 9:6 9:71
Price (e) 3724 5493 6987 8834 14; 775

Germany
Subcompact Compact Intermediate Standard Luxury

Sales (Units) 766 1; 454 1; 035 767 1; 343
Number of Models 21 17 17 14 6
Horsepower (hp) 44:78 65:97 82:94 105:8 132:63
Size (in sq. m.) 7:86 9:28 10:25 11:28 11:77
Fuel Ine¢ ciency (liters) 6:7 7:9 8:68 9:61 10:07
Price (e) 4186 5780 7567 9343 13; 902

Italy
Subcompact Compact Intermediate Standard Luxury

Sales (Units) 1; 493 835 489 190 299
Number of Models 21 15 14 12 6
Horsepower (hp) 44:72 68:70 83 111:06 129
Size (in sq. m.) 7:77 9:37 10:29 11:32 11:70
Fuel Ine¢ ciency (liters) 6:7 7:86 8:42 9:46 10:03
Price (e) 3932 5897 7533 9879 14; 523

United Kingdom
Subcompact Compact Intermediate Standard Luxury

Sales (units) 758 945 709 286 205
Number of Models 20 18 17 14 6
Horsepower (hp) 46:41 66:70 83:40 108:66 133
Size (in sq. m.) 7:89 9:32 10:25 11:3 11:76
Fuel Ine¢ ciency (liters) 6:78 7:86 8:5 9:65 9:88
Price (e) 4438 6233 8223 10; 117 16; 297

the multi-level nested logit probability of choosing j = 1; :::; Jm:

(3.4) sjm (�; �) = sj=hgm (�; �) � sh=gm (�; �) � sgm (�; �)
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where:

sj=hgm (�; �) =
exp (�jm=(1� �hgm))

Dhgm

,

sh=gm (�; �) =
D
(1��hgm)=(1��gm)
hgmP

h2Hgm
D
(1��hgm)=(1��gm)
hgm

,(3.5)

sgm (�; �) =

 P
h2Hgm

D
(1��hgm)=(1��gm)
hgm

!1��gm
P
g2G

 P
h2Hgm

D
(1��hgm)=(1��gm)
hgm

!1��gm ,

with Dhgm =
P

j2Jgm
exp (�jm=(1� �hgm)), where (1��hgm) and (1� �gm) are the inclusive

value coe¢ cients which are restricted to lie within the unit interval to ensure consis-

tency with the principles of random utility maximization, sj=hgm, the predicted share of

alternative j in its country of origin subsegment h from marketing segment g, sh=gm, the

predicted share of the country of origin subsegment h in marketing segment g, and sgm,

the predicted segment group share.14

For this type of hierarchical preference structure, the inclusive value coe¢ cients as-

sociated with the country of origin subsegments are constrained to be smaller than the

corresponding coe¢ cients associated with the upper level of the nesting structure (the

marketing segments); thus, the restriction 0 6 �gm 6 �hgm 6 1 is critical in much of what
follows. Both parameters, �gm and �hgm also have their own structural interpretation.

The �rst parameter, �gm, indicates the correlation in consumer preferences across alter-

natives within a particular marketing segment while �hgm reveals similar information for

alternatives within a common subsegment of a particular segment. In the typical case

with 0 < �gm < �hgm < 1, preferences will be more strongly correlated across alterna-

tives of the same subsegment than across alternatives of a di¤erent subsegment within the

same marketing segment. In addition, preferences are more correlated across alternatives

from the same marketing segment than across alternatives from other segments. As a

result, alternatives within the same subsegment are perceived as closer substitutes than

alternatives from another subsegment within the same or another segment. Furthermore,

as either � increases (decreases), correlation of consumer preferences across alternatives

in the corresponding segment or subsegment increases (decreases) and these alternatives

become more (less) substitutable.

14The inclusive value coe¢ cients are also referred to as log-sum coe¢ cients throughout the literature.
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In the limiting case where �hgm gets closer to 1, preferences across alternatives within

the same subsegment become perfectly correlated and these products are perceived as

perfect substitutes. When all �hgm approach �gm, preferences are equally correlated for

all products within a common cluster and Eq. (3:4) reduces to a single-level nested logit

model in which the marketing segments represent the nests. If all �gm get closer to 0,

preferences over alternatives of the same segment become uncorrelated and the model in

this instance is also reduced to a single-level nested logit, but with the country of origin

subsegments now constituting the nests. Finally, when both �hgm and �gm approach

0, preferences for all products are uncorrelated and Eq. (3:4) is reduced to the simple

multinomial logit (MNL) model.

Berry (1994) has shown that the right hand side of Eq. (3:4) which is a function

of the Jm � 1 vector of prices and unobserved vehicle quality poses problems when it
is to be brought to the data for estimation. Fundamentally, the unobserved product

characteristics may be correlated with prices which therefore become endogenous to the

system Eq. (3:4). Simple instrumental variable (IV) techniques could be utilized to

remedy this type of problem but there is an added concern: both unobservable vehicle

quality and prices enter Eq. (3:4) in a nonlinear fashion and thus IV methods cannot be

applied in the standard manner. The solution is to normalize Eq. (3:4) such that the

unobserved product attributes enter linearly.

Lemma 10. The estimable demand equation resulting from the assumption on F (�i0; :::; �iJ)

and equations Eqns. (3:4) and (3:5) is:

(3.6) ln (sjmt)� ln(s0mt) = X
0

jmt� � �pjt + �hg ln
�
sj=hgmt

�
+ �g ln

�
sh=gmt

�
+ �jmt,

where s0m = 1 �
JmP
j=1

qjm=Lm is the share of the outside alternative in market m, qjm

represents sales of model j, and Lm denotes the potential market size.

Proof. See the appendix. �

3.4.2. Firm Behavior

We now turn attention to the supply side of the model which characterizes �rm behavior.

To complete our analysis it is assumed that �rm f = 1; :::; F in market m seeks to

maximize its objective function:

(3.7) �ft =
X

j2Jft\Vhg

�
pwjt � cjt

�
sjt (p)Lmt +

X
j =2Jft\Vhg

�g(j)
�
pwjt � cjt

�
sjt (p)Lmt,
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where pwjt = pjt=(1 + t) is the wholesale price of model j in market m, t is VAT in the

destination country, cjt is the constant marginal cost associated with alternative j, �g(j)
is the weight on a competitor�s pro�t from model j in segment g, Jf � Jm is the subset
of models sold by �rm f , and Vhg is the set of models from subsegment h of segment g.

The degree of competition is measured by the amount of deviation from Bertrand pricing.

Thus, �g(j) > 0 implies more cooperative behavior relative to Bertrand in segment g as

the �rm places a positive weighting on its competitor�s pro�ts whereas �g(j) < 0 implies

more aggressive behavior relative to Bertrand in segment g since the resulting outcomes

under this scenario will be more competitive relative to that under Bertrand pricing (with

�g(j) � 0).
If a pure strategy Nash equilibrium exists at strictly positive prices, the resulting �rst

order conditions are

@�f
@prt

= (1 + t)
X

j2Jf\Vhg

�
pwjt � cjt

� @sjt (p)
@prt

+(1 + t)
X

j =2Jft\Vhg

�g(j)
�
pwjt � cjt

� @sjt (p)
@prt

+srt = 0,

which are summarily presented in vector form as

(3.8) p� c =
"
�rps (p)�

 
�own
j;j0 +

X
g

�comp
g

!#
| {z }

�

�1

s (p)

with ��1s (p) interpreted as the pro�t margin, rps (p) the J �J Jacobian matrix of �rst
derivatives @sjt

@prt
, � denoting the Hadamard (element-wise) product,�own the �ownership�

matrix with de�nition

�own =

(
1 if j and j0 belong to the same �rm

0 otherwise

and

�comp
g =

8>><>>:
�g(j)

if j and j0 belong to the same segment

g and are produced by di¤erent �rms

0 otherwise

de�ned as the �competition�matrix.

Existence and uniqueness of the price equilibrium Eq. (3:8) in the context of single-

product �rms is established by Caplin and Nalebu¤ (1991). and by Anderson, DePalma,

and Thisse (1992). However, as is widely known throughout the empirical I.O. literature,

these results cannot be directly extended to the multi-product framework. Sándor (2004)

presents results which can be used to show existence and uniqueness in a multi-product
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framework where the aforementioned studies are inapplicable. The reader is directed to

this paper for further details.

3.4.3. Cost Speci�cation

Marginal costs are unknown and will have to be estimated. Following the literature, a

log-linear marginal cost function is assumed:

(3.9) ln (cjt) = !
0
jt + &jt

where !jt and &jt are observed and unobserved cost shifters respectively and  is a vector

of unknown parameters. It may be the case that !t = Xt in which case the same

characteristics will be used as cost shifters. Substituting Eq. (3:9) into Eq. (3:8) yields

the following pricing equation:

(3.10) p =exp f!0 + &g+��1s (p)

which can be transformed so that the error term enters linearly:

(3.11) & = � !0+ ln
�
p � ��1s (p)

	
The implied market equilibrium represented by Eqns. (3:6) and (3:11) form the empirical

model which is brought to the data for estimation.

3.5. Data and Estimation Issues

3.5.1. Data

The data spans the period 1970 � 1999 and includes quantities (new vehicle registra-

tions), pre and post tax list prices, and physical characteristics of the base model ranges.

Included are physical characteristics indicating comfort (length, width, height, etc.), per-

formance (horsepower, speed, acceleration time, fuel e¢ ciency at di¤erent speeds, etc.),

and macroeconomic variables such as GDP, tax rates, exchange rates, population, and

price indices for �ve national markets: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, and the UK,

which collectively account for over 80% of annual new vehicle registrations across the Eu-

rope. Also included are variables indicating the market in which the model was sold, the

brand and model type, the country of origin and production, and the marketing segments

and subsegments to which the vehicles belong.15 The data is thus a three-dimensional

panel comprising classi�cations by market m = 1; :::;M , (Belgium, France, Germany,

Italy, U.K.), time t = 1; :::; T , (1970; :::; 1999), and model j = 1; ::::Jm. The data set is

15Selected variable de�nitions are given in Table B:5 in the Appendix.
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assembled from various consumer catalogues and portions of it have been used in previous

studies of the European car market.16

There are 11549 observations on approximately 350 di¤erent models implying an

average of roughly 80 models sold each year in each national market. The �ve national

markets comprising the data display su¢ cient variability across several key features:

market size which ranges from approximately 400,000 units sold annually in Belgium to

about 3 million in Germany; tax rates from 14% in Germany to 25% in France; import

penetration from approximately 30% in France to nearly 100% in Belgium; and Japanese

penetration which stretches from 1% in countries such as Italy to 20% in Belgium. In

addition the CI-concentration index ranges from 16% in Belgium to around 53% in Italy.

For a detailed description of the data set over a shorter time span, the reader is directed

to the paper by Goldberg and Verboven (2001).

3.5.2. Endogeneity and Identi�cation

As is well known, a product such as an automobile possesses several attributes which

are potentially important to the typical consumer. Of course, the econometrician only

observes a small subsample of these attributes as there are others which are not directly

observable including style, image, etc. It is highly likely that these unobserved product

attributes are correlated with prices. One expects that cars which are perceived as better

in terms of styling or image command higher prices. Failure to account for this feed-

back e¤ect usually results in biased estimates of the coe¢ cient on price and implausible

substitution patterns.

A key identi�cation assumption in this context is that the elements of X and ! are

predetermined and thus uncorrelated with the respective error terms � and &. In the

modern parlance, this amounts to assuming that observed product attributes are mean

independent of unobserved product attributes. Thus, E [�jX] = E [&j!] = 0 yields mo-
ment conditions which are useful in undertaking the estimation of both equations. With

respect to the demand model, additional instruments are required in order to estimate the

elements of the vector � plus the coe¢ cient on price and the 15 segmentation parameters

(5 segment correlation parameters (�g) plus 10 subsegment two correlation parameters

(�hg)). At least K + 16 moment conditions are required. Making use of the fact that

a particular �rm�s pricing policy may depend on the characteristics of closely-located

rival �rms, BLP suggests using basis functions of the continuous product attributes to

16See, for example, Verboven (1996), Goldberg and Verboven (2001), Brenkers and Verboven (2005), or
Brenkers and Verboven (2006).
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generate additional instruments.17 Following in this vein, and by utilizing the structure

of the nested logit model, the additional instruments generated include the number of

products and the sums of characteristics of other products of the same �rm from the

same subsegment, the number of products and the sums of characteristics of competing

products from the same subsegment, and the number of products along with the sums of

characteristics of competing products from the same segment.

Similar to Brenkers and Verboven (2006), the panel structure of the data is also

exploited in the estimation of the empirical model. The error term � is speci�ed as

a two-way error components model and expressed as �jmt � �j + �mt + ujmt where �j
controls for unobserved product-speci�c �xed e¤ects that are invariant over time or across

geographical markets while the market/time �xed e¤ects �mt capture preferences for cars

relative to the outside good. The 350 �xed e¤ects, (i.e. the �j�s) are controlled for

using a within transformation while the �mt�s are captured by 30 � 5 dummy variables
(�ve geographical markets over a 30 year period). The remaining term ujmt controls for

other unobserved product attributes varying across geographical markets and time and

is assumed to be uncorrelated across both consumers and alternatives.

3.5.3. Estimation

For e¢ ciency purposes, the demand and supply equations should be estimated simulta-

neously. However, this comes at a potentially higher cost of inconsistency due to the

strong assumptions laid out in formulating the supply side. The empirical model is in-

stead estimated recursively. The demand equation is �rst estimated and the results fed

into the pricing model to separately generate estimates of cost and conduct parameters.

On the demand side four attributes: horsepower, fuel ine¢ ciency, width, and height are

included in Xt along with 150 market/time dummies and a �foreign �rm e¤ect�which

captures the impact of foreign cars on consumers�mean valuation. A �xed e¤ects two

stage least squares procedure (FE 2SLS) is utilized to estimate the demand equation

with overidentifying restrictions arising from the inclusion of the BLP-type instruments

mentioned earlier.

A nonlinear GMM framework is used to estimate the supply equation. Included in !t

as cost shifters are the same variables that a¤ect the consumers�mean valuation. Letting

Z denote the matrix of valid instruments with � = f; �SC , �C , �I , �S, �Lg, the GMM

17Prices of other �rms have also been used as additional instruments throughout the literature. However,
throughout Europe, both demand and marginal costs are independent of prices in other national markets
because consumers�arbitrage costs are prohibitive.
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estimator b� minimizes the objective function:
(3.12) J =M (�)

0
WM (�) = E

h
Z
0
& (�)

i0
WE

h
Z
0
& (�)

i
,

with moment expression M (�), W de�ned as a weight matrix and & (�) the supply side

error at di¤erent values of �. Note that the supply side error has mean zero at the true

value of � conditional on the matrix of instruments (i.e. E [& (�) jZ] = 0). This is another
key assumption underlying the estimation procedure.

Following the set up in chapter 14 of Hamilton (1994) b� along with its asymptotic
variance is estimated using a two step procedure where the �rst step yields consistent, but

not necessarily e¢ cient, estimates of � and the optimal weight matrix W = 
�1. Letting

G = E [r�M (�)] and 
 =
h
M (�)M (�)

0
i
the asymptotic variance of

p
n
�b� � �� is

simply de�ned as
�
G

0
WG

��1
G

0
W
WG

�
G

0
WG

��1
. The Nelder-Meade nonderivative

simplex routine is used to minimize the objective function with respect to the ��s.

3.6. Empirical Results

In this section I present the parameter estimates from the empirical model. The

estimates from the demand equation and the implied substitution patterns are reported

�rst. To reduce the number of parameters to estimate I proceeded with a more restricted

version of the nested logit where all segments and subsegments are treated similarly. Thus,

�g and �hg are equal across all segments and subsegments respectively. The �ndings from

the supply side estimation are presented afterward.

3.6.1. Demand and Substitution Patterns

Estimates from the demand equation (3:6) are reported in Table 3:5 with OLS results

included for comparison. OLS generates estimates smaller in magnitude because of the

downward bias resulting from endogeneity. Looking at the 2SLS estimates, all parameters

are of the expected sign and compare favorable with the results in Brenkers and Verboven

(2006).18

Horsepower, width, and height all positively impact the consumers�mean valuation

whereas fuel ine¢ ciency has a negative impact.19 The foreign �rm e¤ect is also negative

and signi�cant which suggests that foreign manufacturers are viewed negatively from the

point of view of the consumer and thus face a competitive disadvantage. Brenkers and

18In a previous version of their paper, Brenkers and Verboven estimated the demand model without
accounting for consumer heterogeneity on the price coe¢ cient term in much the same way as is done
here. The results also compare favorably with those from the earlier paper.
19Fuel ine¢ ciency measures the liters of fuel used per 100km traveled at di¤erent speeds. It is thus the
inverse of the variable MPG commonly referred to as miles per gallon.
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Table 3.5. Parameter Estimates from the Nested Logit: Dep. Variable ln(sjm=s0m)

OLS FE 2SLS
Variable Est. S.E. Est. S.E.

horsepower (kW) -0:010 0:0005 0:005 0:003

fuel ine¢ ciency -0:061 0:005 -0:054 0:002

width 0:003 0:001 0:023 0:004

height -0:004 0:001 0:009 0:005

foreign �rm e¤ect -0:691 0:015 -0:805 0:114

price (��) 1:016 0:029 1:37 0:446

constant -0:602 0:195 -6:16 1:94

Subgroup segmentation parameter (�hg)
ln
�
sj=hg

�
0:844 0:004 0:714 0:047

Group segmentation parameter (�g)
ln
�
sh=g

�
0:31 0:010 0:423 0:119

Notes: There are 11,549 observations. Product and market-speci�c �xed e¤ects included.

Verboven (2006) show that this foreign �rm e¤ect has declined substantially in recent

times. This is probably due to the ongoing E.U. integration process or the fact that most

foreign �rms are European and have factories across the E.U.

Viewing the segmentation parameters, both conform to the principle of random util-

ity maximization (0 6 �g 6 �hg 6 1), and are signi�cant. Clearly, preferences are more
correlated across cars within the same subsegment than across cars within the same sub-

segment but from a di¤erent segment (0:714 > 0:423). Thus, consumer valuations are

more homogeneous for cars from the same country of origin and marketing segment than

for other cars within the same segment. Additionally, given the signi�cance of �g, pref-

erences are more correlated for cars from the same marketing segment than for cars from

di¤erent segments.

The substitution patterns implied by the demand estimates are presented in Table

3:6. These are roughly in line with those in Brenkers and Verboven (2006) and also

display the increasing pattern alluded to in their paper whereby elasticities generally

increase as we move from subcompacts to luxury vehicles. This pattern results from the

assumptions underlying the restricted version of the nested logit model which generates

a single estimate each for the segment and subsegment correlation parameters. Brenkers
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and Verboven (2006) undertake a more �exible speci�cation and discover that the pattern

is generally reversed. However, I choose to estimate the more restricted version as my

focus is on the supply side.

Table 3.6. Substitution Patterns in 1999 (mean elasticities)

Cross Elasticities with respect to vehicle from:
Own elasticity Same Subsegment Same Segment Di¤erent Segment

All -3:32 0:197 0:009 0:001
Subcompact -1:96 0:071 0:003 0:001
Compact -2:78 0:136 0:005 0:002
Intermediate -3:52 0:157 0:004 0:001
Standard -4:81 0:383 0:016 0:001
Luxury -6:45 0:60 0:04 0:002

3.6.2. Cost and Conduct Parameters

Estimates from the pricing equation (3:10) are reported in Table 3:7. The estimates from

the pricing equation are also roughly in line with a priori expectations. All cost shifters

are positive except fuel ine¢ ciency.

Of greater interest is the conduct parameters. A priori we expected more competitive

behavior in the smaller, entry-level car segments and more cooperative behavior in the

larger car segments. The estimates show that there is indeed more competitive behavior

in the compact and intermediate segments, more cooperative pricing in the subcompact

and standard segments and Bertrand pricing behavior in the luxury segments. These

results are roughly in line with Sudhir�s (2001) analysis. E.C. surveys suggest that the

largest price variations in the E.U. occur among smaller, mid-sized cars while luxury

cars have had comparatively level prices for several years (see Andrews (2002)). On this

basis, the discovery of more competition among the compact and intermediate segments

is hardly surprising.

But the �nding of strong cooperative behavior in the subcompact segment is puzzling.

This runs counter to what was conjectured based on the ability-motivation paradigm:

intense competition in the market for small, entry-level cars and more cooperative pricing

behavior in the larger marketing segments. Why then, are manufacturers pricing less

cooperatively in the subcompact segment? It is instructive to realize that because of

generally higher gas prices and more stringent emission standards, European consumers

have always had a strong preference for and access to smaller, more fuel e¢ cient cars

than the typical U.S. consumer. Figures 3:2 and 3:3 show that the U.S. lags far behind
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Table 3.7. Supply Side Estimates

GMM Estimates
Variable Est. S.E.

horsepower (kW) 5:36 0:002

fuel ine¢ ciency -2:13 0:21

width 7:53 0:646

height 10:74 0:761

foreign �rm e¤ect 0:084 0:019

constant -8:694 1:94

Conduct Parameters Est. S.E.
Subcompact (�SC) 1:95 0:213

Compact (�C) -0:691 0:034

Intermediate (�I) -1:295 0:986

Standard (�S) 0:076 0:045

Luxury (�L) 0:265 1:88

Notes: No. of observations is 11,549. Fixed e¤ects included.

the E.U. and many other countries in controlling fuel economy and emissions standards20.

As can be seen, the average fuel economy standard in the E.U. is over 40 MPG while in

Japan it is even more stringent at over 45 MPG.21The U.S. is far behind at an average

of just about 25. In terms of emission standards, the E.U. and Japan are again the

leaders. CO2 emission standards for the E.U. range between 140-160 g/km while in

Japan it is even lower. Thus, the need for sleeker, more fuel e¢ cient vehicles may be

the driving force underlying the purchasing decisions of European consumers, resulting

in loyalty-type e¤ects which are eventually exploited by manufacturers in similar fashion

as outlined under the ability-motivation paradigm.

It is important to note that in this case these loyalty-type e¤ects are not necessarily

con�ned to a speci�c consumer demographic. Because gas prices have taken a big bite out

of the typical European consumers�operating budget, they behave accordingly, driving

when they must, as opposed to aimless wandering. Furthermore, manufacturers realize

20Both Figures are reproduced with permission from the Pew Center on Global Climate Change.
21Interestingly although most Americans have grown accustomed to criticizing G.M. as a leading producer
of gas guzzling vehicles here in the U.S. it is seen as a fuel economy leader in Europe (Brown (2007a)).
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Figure 3.2. A Comparison of Fuel Economy Standards

Figure 3.3. A Comparison of CO2 Emission Levels Based on E.U. Standards

that small, subcompact cars can indeed be sold at a pro�t because consumers recognize

their value in reducing gasoline costs. As a direct result, there will be much softer

competition in the markets for these cars since consumers are less price sensitive.
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3.7. Concluding Remarks

The system of Block Exemption Regulations that governed distribution and after-sales

servicing of cars throughout Europe has contributed to the widely held view that the E.U.

car market is anti-competitive. This paper empirically challenges this notion. However,

rather than focusing on measures of conduct across broad geographic markets, the paper

explores competition across segments and subsegments of the car market where segments

are de�ned according to standard marketing classi�cations and subsegments de�ned by

the country of origin of the vehicle.

The empirical results show that there is more competition relative to Bertrand pricing

in the compact and intermediate segments, more cooperative pricing in the subcompact

segment, and standard Bertrand pricing behavior in the standard and luxury segments.

These patterns are roughly consistent with the ability-motivation paradigm of Boulding

and Staelin (1993) and indicate that manufacturers in the European car market price

according to a long run pro�tability perspective.

This research can be extended in several meaningful ways. Firstly, note that the

supply side is formulated in a static setting under the assumption that current pricing

strategies have no dynamic consequences. Given that the product market under study is

that of a durable good, this assumption may be too strong and could lead to bias in the

estimates from the pricing model. A natural step is to pose similar questions in a model

within which the transaction costs of purchasing a vehicle, uncertainty about the future,

or habit formation factor heavily into the purchase decisions.

Perhaps more important is the fact that we have assumed an exogenous relation-

ship between manufacturers and dealers and concentrated on the strategic interactions

between manufacturers. Sudhir (2001b) shows that such channel structures may be mod-

eled in a variety of ways. Indeed, the appropriateness of competing assumptions on

the strategic interactions between manufacturer and retailer is essentially an empirical

question. A complete analysis of the European car market should include this Vertical

Strategic Interaction (VSI) e¤ect to study its impact on the model outcomes.

Finally, as with many studies throughout this literature, we have inferred competition

based on vehicle list prices rather than on actual transaction prices. However, access to

rebate or other forms of discounts for the European car market could facilitate a more

detailed exploration into the competitive dynamics across the market. Considering that

proprietary transaction price data is currently available for the U.S. car market through

companies such as J.D. Power and Edmunds.com, it is only a matter of time before similar
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data is compiled for the European car market. With this data, it should be possible to

gain more insight into the supply-side behavior of the manufacturers and retailers.



CHAPTER 4

Con�ict and Cooperation in the U.S. Automobile Industry

4.1. Introduction

This chapter explores the competitive structure of the U.S. automobile industry by

employing an empirical framework similar to that in chapter 3. Hence, this chapter is to

be taken as a formal extension of the analysis presented previously. However, the current

data set consists of actual dealer-level transaction prices rather than the manufacturer�s

suggested prices (MSRP) that has been widely used throughout the empirical literature.

As is well known, whereas the MSRP is usually not the �nal price a consumer ends

up paying for a car it is frequently the only pricing information available to empirical

researchers who do not have access to data on rebates and other forms of incentives. As a

direct result, MSRP data has been employed to evaluate market conduct in several studies

of the U.S. auto industry including Boyle and Hogarty (1975), and Sudhir (2001a). MSRP

data has also been used in the seminal piece by Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995), by

Goldberg (1995), and Petrin (2002). But since consumers rarely end up paying the sticker

price on a new car due to dealer add-ins and other forms of incentives, MSRP data may

yield a misleading picture of the true nature of competition among �rms in the industry

and is in fact unsuitable for the purposes for which it is often intended.

This chapter therefore represents the �rst study of its kind to employ transaction price

data comprising actual consumer end prices in a structural NEIO framework to evaluate

market conduct in the U.S. automobile industry. This proprietary data is sourced from

J.D. Power and Associates and is compiled on the basis of electronic point of sale reports

from dealers who are subscribers to the company�s Power Information Network (PIN).

PIN collects the data in much the same way as how information is gathered from a su-

permarket bar-code system. They collect price and cost measures such as vehicle price,

vehicle cost and customer cash rebates, pro�t measures such as vehicle pro�t margin and

days to turn, �nancing/leasing and trade-in measures including APR/IRR and leasing

residual, and customer demographics such as age and gender which are all reported for

each vehicle transaction. The transaction price data is supplemented by information on

vehicle characteristics from various issues of the Wards Automotive handbook, macroeco-

nomic data including price indices, population, and gross domestic product are retrieved

68
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from the FRED database at the website of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, and

historical data on retail fuel prices are obtained from the Department of Energy�s website.

The empirical equilibrium model brought to the data comprises a demand equation

which is grounded in the discrete choice framework and an oligopoly model with product

di¤erentiation which speci�es the nature of �rm interaction on the supply side. As in

chapter 3, and following in the spirit of Goldberg (1995), and Brenkers and Verboven

(2006), the data is �rst split into segments distinguished by standard marketing classi�-

cations: compacts/subcompacts (CS), mid-size (M), full-size (F), minivans/SUVs (MV),

and pickups/vans (P). Thereafter, each segment is further divided into subsegments which

represent the country of origin of the particular brand. It is important to note that U.S.

owned foreign brands and transplants produced in the U.S. are collectively viewed as

foreign vehicles for the purpose of the analysis. The classi�cation is somewhat similar

to that which prevails for the European car market and some of the best-selling models

under each segment are displayed in Table 4:1.

Table 4.1. Models by Segment Classi�cation

Segment Example
Compacts/Subcompacts Acura TSX, Audi A3, Chevy Aveo

Mid-Size Chevy Malibu, Ford Fusion, Honda Accord
Full-Size Ford Five Hundred, Toyota Avalon

Minivans/SUVs Ford Expedition, Honda Odyssey
Pickups/Vans Ford Ranger, GMC Savana

The main aims of this chapter are to �rst determine the degree of correlation in

consumer preferences over the segments and subsegments of the U.S. automobile industry

from the demand side, prior to estimating segment-speci�c conduct parameters which

indicate the extent of deviation from the myopic Bertrand pricing rule on the supply

side. The estimation results are subsequently compared to those obtained from previous

studies and from the empirical model estimated in chapter 3. Thus, both chapters, 3

and 4, are intended to provide a complete explanation of the extent of price competition

in the two largest automobile industries currently existing globally. However, whereas

chapter 3 covers a much wider time span, i.e. 1970 � 1999, the current chapter focuses
on the more recent period between 3Q 2004 and 1Q 2007. The data therefore spans a

much shorter period but at a higher frequency.

This time span is important since it captures events which transpired in the summer

of 2005 when the Big Three automakers: General Motors Corp (GM), Ford, and Chrysler

(formerly DaimlerChrysler AG), because of eroding market share, became embroiled in a

decidedly aggressive campaign to boost sales and clear bloated inventories prior to rolling
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out the new 2006 model lines. Although rivals including Toyota closed out 2004 on a

three-year high of 16:9 million vehicles sold, which represented an increase of 8% over

the previous year, it was an especially challenging time for GM and Ford, respectively

the nations number 1 and number 2 automakers. At the end of December 2004 GM was

still left with over 1:2 million unsold vehicles or about 75 days�supply, prompting them

to begin o¤ering loyalty bonuses worth $1,500 each for current owners to buy new GM

vehicles. Apparently, this measure was not entirely successful because GM still posted

a 3% drop in December sales and an overall 1% decline in 2004 calendar year sales.1

Ford�s sales actually held �rm in December but were 5% lower for the calender year 2004

whereas Chrysler, the nation�s number 3 automaker escaped relatively unscathed as they

posted a 9% increase in December 2004 sales and an overall 4% rise for all of 2004. GM

was the �rst to implement measures to combat this mounting problem. In June 2005

they announced that employee discounts on selected 2005 model lines would be extended

to the general public. Figures show that the promotion was e¤ective and well received

as GM�s posted sales performance for that month was the best on record in over 19

years. After observing the success enjoyed by GM, the other members of the Big Three

quickly followed suit. Ford�s �Ford Family Plan�and Chrysler�s �Employee Pricing Plus�

were counter measures implemented in direct response to GM�s original posturing in the

market, each generating limited sales gains for both manufacturers.

Work by Slade (1989) suggests that this type of market instability precipitated by the

shrinking market generates a rich framework that can be employed to yield invaluable

information about the underlying market conduct. This view was also shared by Bresna-

han (1987) as he sought to explicate the factors underlying the apparent price wars which

occurred in the U.S. automobile industry in 1955. The current study therefore focuses

on the period between 3Q 2004 and 1Q 2007 because of this reason.

4.2. The U.S. Auto Industry: Trends and Evidence

Consumer demographic reports on the target population within particular markets

are extensively scrutinized by oligopoly �rms who use them to decide on how to strate-

gically position their product in the marketplace. The automobile market is no di¤erent.

Moreover, because vehicle purchases usually consume a large fraction of a consumer�s

1It should be mentioned that new model years are usually o¤ered for sale toward the end of the third
quarter of the previous year. A model year therefore di¤ers from a calendar year. Model years run from
the third quarter of the previous year to the end of the second quarter of the current calendar year.
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budget,2 the onus is on the manufacturer to show that their product meets all the re-

quirements and needs of their targeted population. �Buyer priority� is therefore a key

driver of automobile demand. Di¤erent groups of consumers have separate opinions on

what feature of the automobile is important and these views must be accommodated by

manufacturers who seek to di¤erentiate their products along the lines of those attributes

deemed important by the target population in each segment. For example, buyers of

entry-level, subcompact vehicles, are apt to be more price sensitive and fuel-economy

conscious than persons who purchase high-end, high-perfomance vehicles. The sensible

marketing strategy would then be to stress attributes such as MPG and o¤er incentives to

buyers of smaller, entry-level vehicles while highlighting other attributes such as handling,

acceleration, and styling to more a uent buyers.

However, competition does not occur in a vacuum. Based on di¤ering �buyer priori-

ties�rival �rms also wish to leverage customers to choose their own product. As discussed

in detail below, a key implication from work by Boulding and Staelin (1993) is that ex-

ternal pressure as a result of mounting competition from rivals has tremendous impact

on a particular �rm�s ability and motivation to pursue a long-run pro�tability view of

the marketplace. Indeed, a �rm has the ability to price cooperatively if there is little

to no market share volatility along with minimal external pressure from rival �rms. A

�rm also retains its motivation to price cooperatively if customers portray heavy brand

loyalty and low price sensitivity. It is therefore critical that automobile manufacturers

garner as much information as possible on the target population in each segment in order

to formulate their respective marketing strategies.

4.2.1. Pro�ling the Average US Car Buyer

A 2002 consumer survey report by Simmons National Consumer Survey/Mintel revealed

that over 90 percent of American households own some type of automobile, and greater

than 70 percent own multiple vehicles. Furthermore, the car remains the vehicle of

choice among American consumers despite the growing popularity of light trucks, SUVs

and vans. Indeed, roughly 75 percent of households in America own a car and more than

a 25 percent own multiple cars.3 Nearly 34 percent of polled respondents to the survey

were from households with annual income exceeding $75; 000, greater than 75 percent

chose cars with anti-lock brakes or air bags while over 90 percent bought cars that had

2According to a 1980 report prepared by the Committee on Technology and International Economic and
Trade Issues, automobiles use approximately 42 percent of all the oil consumed in the US and account
for over 15 percent of the average household budget. In addition, over 15 percent of the labor force is
employed in the automobile industry.
3Spring 2002 Simmons National Consumer Survey/Mintel Reports.
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air conditioning. Over 80 percent believed that the true value of a car is how long it

�lasts� while close to 74 percent preferred their vehicle to be equipped with as many

safety features as possible. In terms of attitudes towards foreign and domestic vehicles,

a shade over 25 percent of buyers viewed foreign nameplates as superior in quality to

domestic nameplates.

Demand for standard-type cars was also weakest among consumers between 70 � 74
years, strongest for consumers over 55 years, singles, and couples without children whereas

the key age group 35�54 years, which is believed to account for over 44 percent of new car
sales, has contributed to a softening demand for cars because of dwindling numbers over

the past two decades.4 The �ndings in the report suggest that high priority concerns such

as safety, reliability, performance, and after-market sales and servicing were major factors

motivating consumer purchase. Manufacturers responded by di¤erentiating their product

o¤erings along these lines. In fact, based on these issues three types of consumer pro�les

emerged: the family man/woman, whose chief concern was safety and comfort; the young

couple without children who preferred small, entry level, performance vehicles; and the

older, more a uent individual who preferred prestigious, high-comfort, high-style, high-

performance vehicles. A separate report also indicated that 32 percent of pick-up owners

fell in the age group 45� 54 years old, while SUVs and vans were favored by households
with annual earnings of over $75; 000 and $50; 000 respectively. Households with �ve or

more occupants including small children preferred the SUV to any other vehicle while

minority groups and seniors preferred vans over SUVs.

As the above proves, the population of potential automobile buyers is increasingly

diverse. Multiple messages must therefore be sent to appeal to customers who di¤er on the

basis of age, race, gender, lifestyle practices, and income. In fact, generic mass marketing

campaigns geared toward the average buyer are no longer relied upon to communicate

with potential customers in the US automobile market. Marketers now routinely segment

the population into submarkets and employ targeted advertising to appeal to customers

in each submarket.

4.2.2. The U.S. Auto Industry: 2004-2007

The U.S. automobile industry has historically been relatively concentrated. In fact, the

Big Three manufacturers at one time produced over 80% of all consumer vehicles, i.e. cars

and light trucks, sold in the domestic U.S market. However, the industry has recently

undergone a series of dramatic changes. The Big Three now produce less than 60% of all

4In the report, a standard car is de�ned as one with four wheels and which is intended for use on public
thoroghfares. These cars have base MSRP ranging between $20,000 and $27,000.
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consumer vehicles sold in the U.S. and their market share has been steadily declining (see

Figure 4:1). Although they still maintain a dominant position in the light truck segment,

Figure 4.1. Import Penetration into the U.S. Domestic Market (percent share)
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rising fuel costs, steadily growing demand for hybrid and alternative-fueled vehicles, and

increased competition from transplants, especially from the Japanese Big Three compris-

ing Toyota, Honda, and Nissan, have all contributed to softer demand for light trucks

domestically.5 Figure 4:2 tracks the average price per gallon of fuel between 3Q 2004 and

1Q 2007. Over the period, the average price per gallon of regular, conventional retail

gasoline increased approximately 47 cents with the biggest jump occurring between 1Q

2006 and 2Q 2006. Between the �rst and second quarters of 2006, the average price per

gallon of conventional retail fuel experienced an increase of more than 50 cents. This has

proved particularly detrimental to GM as sales of light trucks and SUVs form the core of

its business. Domestic manufacturers have responded by o¤ering attractive (but pro�t-

eroding) incentive-laden terms of sale including employee pricing discounts and other

�nancing and leasing options to boost �agging sales. Indeed, in the summer of 2005,

locked in a battle for market share and inventory-clearing sales, the Big Three embarked

5See, for example, the discussion in Cooney and Yacobucci (2005).
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Figure 4.2. U.S. Regular Conventional Retail Gasoline Prices 3Q 2004-1Q
2007 (Cents per Gallon)
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on several large scale promotional campaigns to remedy anemic consumer demand and

clear backlogged inventories. In June 2005 the world�s largest automaker, GM announced

that it would extend the discounts it o¤ers to employees for car and light truck purchases

to the general public for all 2005 models. Although the heavily promoted incentive pack-

age, known as the �Employee Discount for Everyone,�was to expire in July 2005, GM

extended it to August of the same year because of favorable responses from the buying

public (Figure 4:3). The campaign actually contributed to an annualized increase of over

41 percent in GM�s domestic sales for June 2005, their best sales month since September

1986. In particular, sales of SUVs and light trucks, GM�s strength, rose by over 76 per-

cent whereas full size pick-up sales doubled for the same period even against the backdrop

of increased fuel prices. Additionally, tempted by the prospect of getting a great deal,

owners of late-model Fords, Dodges and even overseas brands �ocked to GM showroom

in droves. Many of these buyers did not necessarily need new vehicles but the deal was

viewed as a once-in-a-lifetime event that could not be ignored. GM�s employee price at

the time was between 3 �4 percent lower than the dealer invoice price. To compensate

the dealers, each was granted 5 percent of the sticker price which worked out to an average
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Figure 4.3. U.S. Domestic Sales (percent share)
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of about $1,500 per vehicle.6 Some dealers used these manufacturer rebates to o¤er even

further discounts to buyers, in some cases pushing the prices lower than GM�s employee

price. Under the campaign, popular GM nameplates such as the fully equipped Buick

LaCrosse CX that would normally sell for around $23,500 was being sold for roughly

$19,000 and a brand new GMC Envoy sold for around $6,000 less than usual (see Fig-

ure 4:4). Ford, the nation�s number 2 automaker followed suit after initially adopting a

wait-and-see approach. Ford�s �Ford Family Plan�was similar to GM�s promotion and

lasted until August 2005. At Ford, the popular Ford Explorer XLT that usually sells for

around $32,000 could be bought for around $24,500, while a fully-loaded Lincoln Navi-

gator could be bought for about $42,000, down from its usual price of $51,145. Chrysler

joined the bandwagon at around the same time as Ford after observing the successes GM

was enjoying. Chrysler�s �Employee Pricing Plus�program was intended to match the

o¤erings by GM and blunt the aggressive media campaign stirred up by the latter.7 But

6GM was estimated to spend over $1 billion on the campaign. To o¤set this cost, they cut incentives per
vehicle and encouraged consumers to buy rather than lease. Figures show that GM�s average incentive
per vehicle for June 2005 was $3,714, marginally lower than the previous month�s �gure of $3,729.
7Lee Iacocca, the �emeriti CEO�for the company appeared in a series of ads during this time to tout
the �hipness� of Chrysler brands. These ads featured Iacocca who appeared with a number of media
celebrities including Snoop Dogg and Jason Alexander of Seinfeld and even his own grandaughter.
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Figure 4.4. Price movements of some Best-selling Models
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because of the heavy discounts on SUVs and light trucks being o¤ered by Ford and GM,

Chrysler�s sales increased marginally by about 1.1% between May and June 2005 while

there was an overall 1.5% decline in car sales.

4.3. Previous Literature

Previous studies have uncovered evidence to support the hypothesis of cooperative

pricing among the larger players across the industry. Results from Boyle and Hoga-

rty (1975) suggest the presence of cooperative pricing by price leadership on list prices

among the Big Three between 1957 � 1971. They also point to the sub-period between
1958 � 1959 during which Chrysler appears to have been cheating, thus eliciting subse-
quent retaliatory responses from the other Big Three makers. Their argument was based

on comparisons across time of hedonic pricing parameters whose estimates were obtained

from regressions of list prices on quanti�able vehicle characteristics. If collusion was

present for the industry during the period, implicit hedonic prices would not statistically

di¤er by a wide margin and as such, the implied estimates of the hedonic pricing para-

meters would be reasonably homogenous. Their empirical results showed however, that

Chrysler was the only company for which the assumption of homogeneity of the estimates
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was rejected. Chrysler�s price-quality relationship was inconsistent with the assumption

of implicit collusion for the years 1958� 1959 after they began o¤ering discounts on �eet
sales in 1958 following a period of relative calm in the industry. This prompted GM and

Ford to eventually begin matching Chrysler�s prices for �eet purchases after experienc-

ing steep declines in sales for this market. Both companies also attempted to undercut

Chrysler in the leasing and rental markets, areas in which the latter held considerable

sway.

But the analysis raises several questions. First, as Boyle and Hogarty (1975) rightly

pointed out, the introduction of the Automobile Information Disclosure Act in October

1958 was one event that precipitated a shift in the overall dynamics of price competition

across the automobile industry. One therefore questions the role this legislation had in

impacting their �ndings of cooperative pricing across the industry during the period.

The Automobile Information Disclosure Act was a mandate requiring that new automo-

biles carry window stickers indicating important information including the manufacturers

suggested price (MSRP), engine and transmission speci�cations, warranty details, fuel

economy ratings under EPA guidelines, and optional equipment with pricing. Under full

disclosure, the thinking was that the industry would approximate the idealistic perfectly

competitive market on the basis of information sharing by consumers and manufacturers.

With complete information, all rivals would be made aware of their competitor�s prices in

some way or the other. This supposedly would spur competition and handicap attempts

at secrecy. However, the Act led to what has been called �price packing� by dealers

whereby large amounts are added to the MSRP with the total posted as �sticker prices�

so as to permit allowances for customer used car trade-ins. The Act made it more di¢ -

cult to detect secret undercutting because information on the true MSRPs could hardly

be determined. Paradoxically, full disclosure actually promoted cartelization and secrecy

across the industry and led to further strengthening of existing cooperative agreements.

To the extent that Boyle and Hogarty (1975) fail to adequately address whether or not

this actually drove their main results, one remains skeptical about their �ndings. An-

other potentially debilitating factor undermining the results may be that the authors

employ MSRP or list prices to infer competition rather than the actual transaction prices

consumers end up paying. But because the Disclosure Act fostered the practice of price

packing across the industry at the time, there is an obvious disconnect between both

types of prices. Indeed, this may lead to biased results in favor of more stable pricing

when in fact there is none.
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Sudhir (2001a) has also analyzed market conduct in the U.S. automobile industry

from an empirical perspective. His empirical results implied that competition in the in-

dustry varies roughly by marketing segment. He showed evidence of more competitive

or aggressive pricing behavior in the markets for smaller, entry-level vehicles than in

markets for larger full-sized lines, a pattern he attributed to several factors including

consumer demographics of the target population and the long run competitive stance

of the manufacturers that are heavily represented in the respective marketing segments.

Sudhir�s (2001a) approach is appealing because it seeks to determine the origins of price

competition at a disaggregated, more �ner level rather than has been previously stud-

ied. Besides, his empirical framework is theory-driven insofar as he utilizes a structural

new empirical industrial organization (NEIO) framework to combine predictions from the

theory of repeated games with the ability-motivation paradigm of Boulding and Staelin

(1993). Boulding and Staelin (1993) assert that in games of repeated interaction, �rms

have the ability to price cooperatively under the right circumstances. If the market is

relatively stable and highly concentrated, this type of behavior is sustainable. Absent

these conditions, the �rm will �nd it exceedingly di¢ cult to take a long-run pro�tability

view of the market. A �rm will also possess the motivation to price cooperatively if the

target population portrays su¢ cient consumer loyalty over the long-run. Indeed, in these

types of markets, �rms initially compete aggressively to court new customers in order to

reap the future bene�ts of a stable customer base. If there is a great deal of consumer

loyalty, customers are less price sensitive which means that manufacturers are then able

to price more cooperatively in the long run. He showed that segments with low �rm

concentration and higher market share volatility which are dominated by younger, less

loyal customers, featured a high degree of competition on comparison to those segments

dominated by older, more a uent and loyal customers. Coincidentally, younger, �rst-

time buyers were more likely to purchase smaller, entry level vehicles, segments in which

Japanese and European transplants have traditionally been well represented whereas

older, repeat customers preferred larger, full-size nameplates, segments dominated by

domestic incumbent manufacturers. By the ability-motivation paradigm therefore, �rms

should price aggressively in the markets for smaller, entry-level vehicles and more cooper-

atively in the markets for larger, mid to full-sized lines. In fact, this pricing pattern was

precisely what Sudhir (2001a) uncovered for the U.S. market between 1981� 1990. How-
ever, the fact that the study also employs MSRP data to infer competition potentially

weakens several of his main conclusions.

This chapter therefore proposes and estimates a multi-product oligopoly model similar

to Sudhir (2001a) in an e¤ort to study the competitive structure of the U.S. automobile
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industry. The model closely resembles that in chapter 3 except that the data used in esti-

mating the equilibrium model consists of actual dealer-level transaction prices of virtually

all types of cars and light trucks currently o¤ered for sale in the domestic U.S. market.

The data coverage extends between 3Q 2004 to 1Q 2007 but covers a much wider range

of vehicles than Sudhir (2001a) who only analyzed the car market.

4.4. Data

The data used in the analysis covers the period 3Q 2004 to 1Q 2007 and comprises

actual dealer-level transaction prices exclusive of rebates and other forms of incentives

o¤ered to buyers at the time of sale. These transaction prices are determined by aver-

aging the end prices consumers pay for speci�c trims under a given nameplate over the

number of trims sold for a particular month. The data is compiled from daily electronic

point of sale reports from dealers who are subscribers to J.D. Power�s Power Information

Network (PIN).8 These dealers are based in over 30 U.S. markets including Atlanta, Bal-

timore/Washington D.C., Boston, north and south California, Chicago, the Dallas/Ft.

Worth area, Detroit, Houston, Miami, New York, Seattle, and St. Louis with further

expansions planned for Kansas City, Milwaukee, Nevada, San Antonio, and some of the

larger cities in Canada.

PIN only releases data and provides reports to those dealers within its network and

guarantees data con�dentiality by allowing dealers to view their own data but not anyone

else�s. All a dealer is able to view is an overall market aggregate besides the data for

his/her own dealership. Additionally, so as to preserve anonymity, PIN only releases data

for markets with three or more participating dealers. The price data is augmented by

monthly sales (number of units) and data on the characteristic features of the base trim

models which are obtained from various issues of the Wards automotive handbook. Also

included are macroeconomic variables such as CPI, GDP, and population retrieved from

the St. Louis Fed�s FRED database, variables indicating whether or not the particular

vehicle is a domestic or foreign brand or a car or light truck, and historical data on retail

fuel prices obtained from the website of the Department of Energy.

There are two measures of fuel e¢ ciency. One is the standard miles per gallon (MPG)

which is calculated in line with the EPA formulation: MPG= 1
0:55=City MPG + 0:45=Highway MPG

whereas the other is miles per dollar spent on fuel (MP$). This is found from dividing

MPG by the price per gallon of retail fuel with the price normalized by CPI. The vari-

able �size�represents the vehicle footprint and is the product of the length and width of

8I am grateful to Tom Libby and Christopher Li at J.D. Power and Associates for their expertise and
assistance in sourcing, compiling, and interpreting the data.
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the vehicle. A car dummy (car = 1 if the vehicle is a car) indicates whether or not the

vehicle sold is a car or light truck while a foreign brand dummy (foreign = 1 if the model

is a foreign brand) indicates its origin. There are over 1; 700 observations on approxi-

mately 240 of the best-selling cars and light trucks sold in the domestic U.S. market by

about 16 manufacturers including the Big Three of GM, Ford, and Chrysler, the Japanese

Big Three of Toyota, Nissan, and Honda, and popular European manufacturers such as

BMW, Mercedes, Volvo, and VW. Here, in contrast to the data in chapter 3 which is

a three-dimensional panel, the current data set is a conventional two-dimensional panel

across calender quarters: t = 1; :::; T (3Q 2004; :::; 1Q 2007) and models j = 1; :::; Jt for

each market t. In the analysis, a year-quarter pair is viewed as a market for estimation

purposes which means that there are a total of 11 such markets.

Table 4:2 displays a summary of the data which shows that sales in the light truck

segments represented over 50% of monthly sales during the period. As expected, light

trucks are bigger, relatively more expensive, provide more standard horsepower (HP),

and yield less miles per dollar spent on a gallon of fuel.

Table 4.2. Average Segment Characteristics 3Q 2004 - 1Q 2007

U.S. Sales (Units) Size (�00 inch2) MP$ HP Price (�000 $)
Compacts/Subcompacts 1; 325 119:083 23:804 152:315 190:41
Mid-Size 2; 219 134:349 21:295 187:870 224:73
Full-Size 1; 431 148:586 19:584 206:723 220:39
Minivans/SUVs 1; 621 140:482 17:524 214:273 238:28
Pickups/Vans 3; 622 153:221 16:930 217:320 205:25
Source: Wards Automotive Handbook (various years)
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Table 4:3 further depicts the average number of units sold per �rm per quarter. As is

evident, the Big Three automakers dominate the markets for minivans/SUVs and pickups

whereas the Japanese Big Three: Toyota, Nissan, and Honda, are well represented in the

smaller, entry-level car markets.

Table 4.3. Firm Distribution in the U.S. Automobile Industry 3Q 2004- 1Q
2007 (number of units)

GM Ford Chrysler Japanese Big Three European Brands
Compacts/Subcompacts 1; 465 1; 714 2; 214 5; 468 3; 677
Mid-Size 2; 196 1; 247 1; 681 13; 123 1; 721
Full-Size 987 1; 695 2; 003 � �
Minivans/SUVs 1; 390 1; 397 2; 382 6; 740 428
Pickups/Vans 3; 235 7; 417 8; 793 6; 181 �
Source: Wards Automotive Handbook (various years)

4.5. Empirical Model

The demand equation

(4.1) ln (sjt=s0t) = X
0

jt� � ��pjt + �hg ln
�
sj=hgt

�
+ �g ln

�
sh=gt

�
+ �jt,

is consistent with Brenkers and Verboven (2006) with �� = �=yt, where y is per capita

household income in market t, and �j = X
0
jt� ���pjt+ �jt denotes the mean utility level

which is common to all consumers in market t. The price equation will be derived from

the �rst order conditions of the pro�t function which is speci�ed as:

(4.2) �ft =
X

j2Jft\Vhg

(pjt � cjt) sjt (p)Lt +
X

j =2Jft\Vhg

�g(j) (pjt � cjt) sjt (p)Lt,

for �rm f = 1; :::;F in market t = 1; :::; T . The matrix Xjt includes product character-

istics of the base trim models, pjt is the transaction price for model j in market t, s0t is

the share of the outside alternative in market t, so called because it denotes the share of

all other alternatives to the inside goods available for consumption in the model, sjt is

the share of model j in market t, sj=hgt is model j�s predicted share in subsegment h (for-

eign or domestic brand) of marketing segment g (compacts/subcompact, mid-size, etc) in

market t, sh=gt is the predicted share of the country of origin subsegment h in marketing

segment g of market t, Lt is the potential market size (the number of households), and

�jt captures unobserved vehicle quality i.e. product features unobserved to the empirical

researcher.

The speci�cation of the supply side is similar to Sudhir (2001a) with cjt being the

constant marginal cost associated with model j from market t, Jft � J the subset of
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models sold by �rm f in market t, and Vhg the set of models from subsegment h of

segment g. It is important to note that the parameter �g(j) measures the amount of

deviation from Bertrand pricing by �rm f in segment g of market t. This parameter

therefore represents the weight a �rm places on the pro�ts of its rivals in segment g.

When �g(j) > 0 �rm f places a positive weighting on rival pro�ts which implies more

cooperative behavior relative to Bertrand in segment g. When �g(j) < 0 however, this

implies that �rm f , in maximizing Eq. (4:2), places a negative weighting on rival pro�ts

across the segment leading to more competitive behavior relative to the myopic Bertrand

pricing rule. Under Bertrand pricing, �rm f maximizes Eq. (4:2) while ignoring rival

pro�ts and thus �g(j) = 0. This method of analyzing competition dates back to Cyert and

Degroot (1973). Note that as long as �g(j) > 0 �rm f maximizes a linear combination

of its own pro�ts and partial pro�ts of rival �rms within the same segment. When

�g(j) = 1 however, this implies outright collusion, i.e. joint-pro�t maximization and �rm

f maximizes the overall sum of own �rm pro�ts and those of rival �rms. Thus, Cyert

and Degroot termed the ��s coe¢ cients of cooperation.

The demand equation is derived from the multi-level nested logit probability of choos-

ing model j = 1; :::; Jt:

(4.3) sjt (�; �) = sj=hgt (�; �) � sh=gt (�; �) � sgt (�; �)

with:

sj=hgt =
exp (�jt=(1� �hgt))

Dhgt

,

sh=gt =
D
(1��hgt)=(1��gt)
hgmP

h2Hgt
D
(1��hgt)=(1��gt)
hgt

,(4.4)

sgt =

 P
h2Hgt

D
(1��hgt)=(1��gt)
hgt

!1��gt
P
g2G

 P
h2Hgt

D
(1��hgt)=(1��gt)
hgt

!1��gt ,

where Dhgt =
P
j2Jgt

exp (�jt=(1� �hgt)), 1� �hg and 1� �g are inclusive or �log-sum�co-

e¢ cients which are restricted to lie within the unit interval, sgt is the predicted share of

marketing segment g in market t, and sj=hgt and sh=gt as de�ned previously.9 The log-sum

coe¢ cients are frequently referred to in the literature as �dissimilarity parameters� as

they characterize the degree of substitutability among alternatives within a nest. The

9Lemma 10 in the appendix shows how the demand equation is obtained from the nested logit speci�cation
4:3.
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principles of random utility maximization requires that these parameters lie within the

unit interval.10 Moreover, so as to ensure that the variance components for the alter-

natives are strictly positive, log-sum coe¢ cients associated with nests higher up in the

nesting structure are constrained to be greater than corresponding coe¢ cients associated

with nests lower down in the hierarchy. The assumption 0 < 1��hg < 1��g < 1 further
implies that 0 < �g < �hg < 1. As a result, both parameters, �hg and �g have their

own structural interpretation. These indicate, respectively, the degree of correlation in

consumer preferences across the country of origin subsegments and the marketing clas-

si�cation segments. In the typical case where 0 < �g < �hg < 1, preferences are more

correlated across models belonging to the same country of origin subsegment than across

models from a di¤erent subsegment within the same marketing segment. In addition,

preferences are also more correlated across models belonging to the same marketing seg-

ment than across models from other segments. This means that models belonging to the

same subsegment are perceived as closer substitutes than models from other subsegments

within the same or another segment. Furthermore, as either � increases (decreases), corre-

lation of consumer preferences across models in the corresponding segment or subsegment

increases (decreases) and these alternatives become more (less) substitutable. Finally, as

�hg ! 1, preferences across models belonging to the same subsegment become perfectly

correlated and these products are perceived as perfect substitutes. When all �hg ! �g,

preferences are equally correlated for all models within a cluster and the nested logit

probability of choosing model j, sjt, becomes a single-level nested logit model in which

the marketing classi�cation segments now represent the nests. If all �g ! 0 however,

preferences over models belonging to the same segment become uncorrelated and the

model is reduced to a single-level nested logit where the country of origin subsegments

now constitute the nests. Finally, when �hg; �gm ! 0, preferences for all products are

uncorrelated and Eq. (4:3) is reduced to a multinomial logit (MNL) model. Whereas

the �exible multi-level nested logit framework (4:3) is less sophisticated than the random

coe¢ cients logit methodology highlighted in Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995), Nevo

(2001), and Sudhir (2001a), it is computationally less burdensome and still generates

plausible substitution patterns by mitigating the undesirable e¤ects of the IIA problem.

Under the maintained assumption that manufacturers maximize (4:2) taking the prod-

uct mix as given we obtain:

(4.5)
@�f
@prt

=
X

j2Jf\Vhg

(pjt � cjt)
@sjt (p)

@prt
+

X
j =2Jft\Vhg

�g(j) (pjt � cjt)
@sjt (p)

@prt
+ srt = 0,

10An excellent discussion on the formulation of the multinomial and nested logit models is provided in
Koppelman and Bhat (2006).
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which is presented in vector form as

(4.6) p� c =
"
�rps (p)�

 
�own
j;j0 +

X
g

�comp
g

!#
| {z }

�

�1

s (p)

where��1s (p) is the pro�t margin,rps (p) is the J�J Jacobian matrix of �rst derivatives
@sjt
@prt
, and where � denotes the Hadamard (element-wise) product. The matrix �own is

the �ownership�matrix de�ned as

�own =

(
1 if j and j0 belong to the same �rm

0 otherwise

and �comp is the competition matrix with de�nition

(4.7) �comp
g =

8>><>>:
�g(j)

if j and j0 belong to the same segment

g and are produced by di¤erent �rms

0 otherwise

Following the literature the model is closed by assuming that marginal costs cjt, evolve

according to the log-linear speci�cation

(4.8) ln (cjt) =W
0
jt + ejt,

where Wjt and ejt are, respectively, observed and unobserved cost shifters, and  is a

vector of parameters to be estimated. Making the substitution for cjt in (4:6) leads to

the price equation:

(4.9) p =exp fW0 + eg+��1s (p) ,

which is transformed so that the error term, e, enters linearly:

(4.10) e =�W0+ ln
�
p���1s (p)

	
.

The equilibrium model comprising Eqns (4:1) and (4:9) is subsequently brought to the

data for empirical validation. The estimation strategy employed to generate the estimates

from both equations is discussed in the next section.

4.6. Estimation Strategy

The estimation strategy builds on the recommendations in Berry (1994), and Berry,

Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995). The demand and price equation are estimated separately

although for e¢ ciency reasons, they should be estimated together. But since the estima-

tion proceeds recursively by feeding the implied substitution patterns from the demand
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equation into the price equation, misspeci�cation in the former can be disastrous. In this

chapter therefore, I pursue the alternative method which is to estimate both equations

separately and account for the e¢ ciency loss in the estimates.

Instrumental variable (IV) techniques are employed to estimate the model. On the

demand side, IV methods are warranted since prices pjt become endogenous to the system

(4:3) due to its correlation with unobserved vehicle quality �jt. Unobserved quality may

include the stigma attached to owning foreign vehicles or large gas guzzlers, or even

the prestige of owning certain automobiles. It is also well documented that many U.S.

consumers prefer bigger SUVs and pickups to smaller, entry-level vehicles because of

the alleged reputation of bigger vehicles to better protect occupants in the event of

an accident. These subjective evaluations are not explicitly observed by the empirical

researcher and thus they form part of the unobserved quality characteristics of a vehicle.

To the extent that these features are correlated with prices, ignoring their association

can potentially generate biased estimates of the demand parameters, and by extension,

implausible substitution patterns.

In estimating the demand model the maintained identi�cation assumption is that

E [�jX] = 0, meaning that unobserved vehicle quality is mean independent conditional

on the observed vehicle attributes. Additional moment conditions are however required

in order to generate estimates of � plus the segment and subsegment parameters �g and

�hg. To achieve this objective use is made of the fact that oligopoly �rms are mutually

interdependent. This idea of �oligopolistic interdependence�is used in Berry, Levinsohn,

and Pakes (1995), Nevo (2001), and Brenkers and Verboven (2006) to generate valid in-

struments which will become necessary in order to obtain additional moment conditions.

All three studies use basis functions of the continuous product characteristics to gener-

ate these �oligopolistic interdependence�instruments. Following Brenkers and Verboven

(2006) the instruments include the number of products and the sums of characteristics

of other products of the same �rm from the same subsegment, the number of products

and the sums of characteristics of competing products from the same subsegment, and

the number of products along with the sums of characteristics of competing products

from the same segment. Thus, explicit use is made of the structure of the multi-level

nested logit model. The panel structure of the data is also exploited in the estimation of

the demand model. The error term �jt from Eq. (4:1) representing unobserved vehicle

quality is speci�ed as a two-way error components model: �jt � �j + �t + ujt where �j
controls for unobserved model-speci�c �xed e¤ects that are invariant over time whereas

�t are market-speci�c �xed e¤ects that capture preferences for cars relative to the out-

side alternative of not buying a new vehicle. The over 240 �xed e¤ects are controlled
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for using a within transformation while the market-speci�c �xed e¤ects are represented

by 11 dummy variables. The term ujt controls for other unobserved product attributes

varying across markets and is assumed to be uncorrelated across both consumers and

alternatives.

The price equation (4:9) is estimated using a non-linear GMM framework. Denoting

the matrix of instruments Z, where � = f; �CS, �M , �F , �MV , �Pg are the parameters
to be estimated from the price equation, the GMM estimator b� minimizes the objective
function:

(4.11) J = E
h
Z
0
e (�)

i0
�E

h
Z
0
e (�)

i
,

with moment expression M (�) = Z
0
e (�), � de�ned as a weight matrix, and e (�) the

supply side error at di¤erent values of �. Note that the supply side error from the price

equation e (�) is interacted to yield the aforementioned moment conditions. The key

identi�cation assumption for the price equation is therefore E [e (�) jZ] = 0 at the true
value of �. Following Hamilton (1994) b� along with its asymptotic variance is estimated
using a two step procedure where the �rst step yields consistent, but not necessarily

e¢ cient, estimates of � and the optimal weight matrix � = 
�1. LettingG = E [r�M (�)]

and 
 =
h
M (�)M (�)

0
i
the asymptotic variance of

p
n
�b� � �� is simply de�ned as�

G
0
WG

��1
G

0
W
WG

�
G

0
WG

��1
. The Nelder-Meade nonderivative simplex routine is

then used to minimize the objective function J with respect to the ��s.

4.7. Empirical Results

This section contains the empirical results from the estimation of the equilibrium

model comprising Eqns (4:1) and (4:9) includes a comparative analysis of the results with

those obtained in chapter 3. Product characteristics used in the estimation of the demand

model include height, the car and foreign brand dummies, miles per dollar (MP$), 240

product-speci�c �xed e¤ects, and 11 market-speci�c �xed e¤ects. The product-speci�c

�xed e¤ects are controlled for by a within transformation of the model while 11 dummy

variables control for the market-speci�c e¤ects. Expensive, exotic models are not included

in the analysis because they have thin markets. Height is included to capture preferences

for vehicles with higher front ends. Li (2006) cites evidence showing that SUVs and

pickups with higher front ends in�ict disproportionate damage to cars in collisions. This

has led to an �Arms Race�on American roads whereby the demand for bigger vehicles

is driven by consumers�desire to protect themselves in the event of an accident. The

variable MP$ captures fuel economy, the car dummy is intended to account for consumer

preferences for cars over light trucks or vice versa, and the foreign brand is included
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to capture systematic di¤erences in preferences for foreign over domestic brands. All

variables used in the estimation of the demand model are employed in estimating the

price equation except MP$. The variable MPG replaces MP$ in the price model because

cost per dollar of fuel is more relevant for consumer decision making. The estimates from

the equilibrium model along with their standard errors and t-statistics are given in Table

4:4.

4.7.1. Parameter Estimates from the Equilibrium Model

The estimates from the demand model are consistent with a priori expectations. The

results in Table 4:4 show that between 3Q 2004 �1Q 2007, the variables height and MP$

both positively impact consumers�mean valuation for vehicles. Both variables are positive

and signi�cant indicating that consumers prefer high vehicles with their higher front ends

in addition to vehicles with more MP$. The car and foreign brand dummies are also both

negative and signi�cant which means that consumers during the period preferred light

trucks/SUVs to cars (since car = 1) and also preferred domestic to foreign brands (since

foreign =1).11 This con�icts with the widely held notion that consumers prefer foreign

brands because of their superiority in quality. But the result is not far-fetched even when

considering that fuel economy seems to be an important factor motivating model choice

because of the incentive-laden terms of sale that were in e¤ect for light truck purchases

during the period.

Estimates of �g and �hg are also positive and signi�cant and satisfy the assumption

0 < �g < �hg < 1.12 These estimates imply that the equilibrium model is consistent

with the principles of random utility maximization. They also indicate that vehicles

belonging to the same subsegment are viewed as better substitutes than vehicles from

the other subsegment of the same marketing segment. Therefore, broadly speaking,

consumers would easily trade a mid-sized domestically produced vehicle for another rather

than substituting toward a mid-sized foreign-made brand. The results further reveal

that vehicles from a particular segment are viewed as better substitutes than vehicles

from other segments regardless of the subsegment under which it is classi�ed. This

means, for example, that car owners are less likely to substitute toward light trucks and

vice versa. In general however, owners of vehicles under particular marketing segments,

regardless of subsegment, are more likely to purchase another vehicle from the same

segment than switch to a vehicle from another marketing segment. The estimate on price

11It is important to note that U.S.-owned foreign brands are still treated as foreign in the model.
12Although the nested logit is �exible to the extent that it yields 15 correlation parameters (5 �g�s and
10 �hg�s) I estimate the more restricted version in order to leave enough degrees of freedom to retrieve
the conduct parameters from the supply side.
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Table 4.4. Demand and Price Equation Estimates with Conduct Parameters

Estimate s.e. t-stat
Demand:
Car �0:291 0:052 �5:536

Foreign Brand �0:077 0:024 �3:144

Miles per $ 1:238 0:100 12:290

Height 1:275 0:239 5:334

price (��) 2:509 0:458 5:478

Constant �17:387 5:438 �3:19
Subgroup segmentation parameter (�hg)
ln
�
sj=hg

�
0:792 0:1488 5:32

Group segmentation parameter (�g)
ln
�
sh=g

�
0:542 0:281 1:93

Costs:
Car �1:507 0:715 �2:10

Foreign Brand �0:227 0:051 �4:45

Miles per Gallon �0:372 0:215 �1:73

Height 0:02 0:015 1:33

Constant 1:981 0:12 16:50
Conduct Parameters
Compacts/Subcompacts (�CS) �2:87 2:01 �1:42

Mid-Size (�M) �0:627 1:521 0:412

Full-Size (�F ) 0:931 0:504 1:84

Minivans/SUVs (�MV ) �0:353 0:095 �3:715

Pickups/Vans (�P ) �0:449 0:201 �2:23
Notes: The number of observations is 1,716. Fixed e¤ects �j and �t included.

in the demand equation is also in line with expectations and is close to the 2:281 estimate

for the European car market by Brenkers and Verboven (2006) but higher that the 1:37

estimate obtained in chapter 3. Note that the coe¢ cient on price is used to derive the

substitution patterns according to the formula for the elasticities in the appendix. The
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substitution patterns are then fed into the price equation to derive the mark-up term and

to generate estimates on the observed cost shifters.

Estimates from the price equation are also displayed in Table 4:4. These estimates

imply that vehicles with higher front ends, domestic vehicles, and SUVs all positively im-

pact �rm costs whereas vehicles with higher MPG cost less to produce. This relationship

between the MPG and �rm costs has also been documented in Sudhir (2001a). He argues

that MPG is correlated with curb weight and the number of cylinders insofar as heavier

vehicles with more cylinders output less MPG and are usually more costly to produce.

But it is the conduct parameters (the �g�s) that are of greater interest. From the

lower half of Table 4:4 all conduct parameters are negative except the one associated

with the full-size segment. Of these however, the �g�s associated with the light truck

segments: minivans/SUVs and pickup/vans, are the only ones which are signi�cant at

conventional levels. Firm rivalry in these two segments is therefore highly competitive in

comparison with the myopic Bertrand pricing rule. The �nding of intense competition in

the light truck segments is hardly surprising when one considers the information in Table

3:2 and the events which transpired during the summer of 2005. As Table 3:2 shows,

although the Big Three are well represented in these segments, mounting competition

from Japanese and European brands doubled with the Big Three�s aggressive push toward

bolstering demand has contributed to the overall �nding of heightened price competition

across these segments. The conduct parameters associated with the smaller, entry-level

compact/subcompact and mid-size segments are also negative but remain insigni�cant.

This implies that �rms ignore their mutual interdependence while setting prices in these

segments. As a result, there is not much deviation from standard Bertrand pricing. The

results further indicate the presence of much softer competition in the market for full-sized

vehicles. Indeed, this appears plausible since the target population in these segments is

usually older, more a uent, wealthy individuals who are less price sensitive. Besides,

domestic incumbent �rms face less competition from foreign brands in this segment than

any other.

4.7.2. Implied Substitution Patterns

Results from the demand model are used to generate substitution patterns that are fed

into the pricing model. Table 4:5 depicts the median elasticities for 2005.

From the table it seems that the own price elasticity is larger for full-size lines than for

the smaller, entry-level subcompacts and mid-size vehicles. A moment�s thought would

lead one to question these �ndings, and rightly so. This is because one expects consumers

in the larger car segments who are usually older, repeat buyers, to be less price sensitive
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Table 4.5. Substitution Patterns in 2005 (median elasticities)

Cross Elasticities with respect to vehicle from:
Cars Own elasticity Same Subsegment Same Segment Di¤erent Segment
Compacts/Subcompacts 6.150 0.0731 0.0010 0.0002
Mid-Size 8.066 0.2665 0.0049 0.0007
Full-Size 8.874 0.0408 0.0114 0.0004
Light Trucks Own elasticity Same Subsegment Same Segment Di¤erent Segment
Minivans/SUVs 9.7402 0.2152 0.0028 0.0006
Pickups/Vans 7.4483 0.1965 0.0052 0.0006

than consumers who would more likely purchase a small subcompact car. Indeed, this

is often the case. But the structure of the nested logit model is responsible for the

pattern displayed in the table. Brenkers and Verboven (2006) encountered a similar issue

in their study but found that the pattern was reversed when they introduced consumer

heterogeneity in the model through the price parameter on the demand side. The cross

elasticities do con�rm however that consumers are less sensitive to changes in the price of

vehicles belonging to di¤erent segments and subsegments and is in line with the results

from the demand model.

4.8. Conclusions

The empirical model estimated in this chapter comprised a discrete choice model

of demand and a multi-product oligopoly model with product di¤erentiation. The main

aim was to show that market segmentation strategies were fundamental factors underlying

�rm rivalry. The model was estimated using actual transaction price data on over 240 of

the best-selling models of cars and light trucks in the domestic US market between 3Q

2004 and 1Q 2007.

Empirical results from the model imply that �rm conduct indeed varies by marketing

segment depending on the intensity of within-segment competition from rival �rms, an

outcome which was also evident for the model estimated in chapter 3. In particular, the

model reveals that there is more competition relative to Bertrand pricing in the light truck

segments based on the values of the corresponding conduct parameters which are negative

and statistically signi�cant. There was also evidence of much softer competition in the

full-size segment and Bertrand competition in the entry-level compact/subcompact and

mid-size segments. This means that during the period, manufacturers competed more

aggressively for customers buying minivans, vans, and pickups, than for those customers

purchasing other types of vehicles. These �ndings are roughly comparable to the results

in Sudhir (2001a) which utilized MSRP data.
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The framework used to motivate the empirical model in this chapter highlights the

need for future research. Because whereas the model yields information on the extent

of competition relative to the Bertrand benchmark, it does not identify the exact mode

of conduct currently in place in the U.S. automobile market. One way to unearth this

information is to proceed along the lines of Rojas (2008). He essentially hypothesizes

and tests various modes of conduct for the U.S. beer market including collusive price

leadership, stackelberg price leadership, Bertrand-Nash pricing, and full collusion. His

analysis relies on identifying conjectural variations parameters which take di¤erent values

depending on the current mode of conduct. A more detailed analysis of �rm rivalry in

the U.S. automobile market could be constructed in similar fashion.
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APPENDIX A

Derivations and Proofs

A.1. Some Derivations

In the general case, for arbitrary � and � > 1=2 we obtain the following expressions
for A and B for Firm 1:

(A.1) A =
(2V + (1 + � � ��)t2)2

4 (1 + �) (2V � ��t2)

and

(A.2) B =
(3 (1 + �) + (1� �)�)2 t2
9 (1 + �) (2V � ��t2)

while for Firm 2:

(A.3) A =
(2V + (1 + � � �)t2)2

4 (1 + �) (2V � �t2)

and

(A.4) B =
(3 (1 + �)� (1� �)�)2 t2
9 (1 + �) (2V � �t2)

are the relevant ratios. In addition, the expressions for the threshold discount factors are

(A.5) �1 =
9 (2V � (1 + � + ��)t2)2

(6V + (9 (1 + �) + (2� 5�)�) t2) (6V � (3 + 2� + (3 + �) �) t2)

and

(A.6) �2 =
9 (2V � (1 + � + �)t2)2

(6V + (9 (1 + �)� (5� 2�)�) t2) (6V � (3 + � + (3 + 2�) �) t2)

for �rms 1 and 2 respectively.

A.2. Proofs of Lemmas

Proof of Lemma 5. The proof follows that in Häckner (1995). The objective is to

establish a condition which indicates that full market coverage is preferred to partial

coverage under joint-pro�t maximization for both �rms. For the high-quality �rm, if

partial market coverage is optimal then

U (�) = V � (� � a1) �t2 � p1 = 0
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yields demand

� =
V � p1
�t2

+
1� �
2
:

Pro�t maximization results in prices

p001 =
2V + (1� �) �t2

4
:

If partial market coverage is optimal for �rm 1 then p001 > p
coll
1 , which implies

V <
(1 + �) �t2

2
:

Since the right hand side of the above equation is increasing in � and �, it is maximized

at � = � = 1, in which case the condition becomes V < t2, violating Assumption 4.

By a similar argument, if partial market coverage is optimal for the low-quality �rm

then

U (�) = V � (a2 � �) t2 � p2 = 0

yields demand

� =
1 + �

2
� V � p2

t2
;

with corresponding pro�t-maximum price

p002 =
2V � (1 + �) t2

4
:

This price is optimal in comparison to Firm 2�s joint-pro�t price only if

V < �(1� �) t2
2

;

which also violates Assumption 4. �

Proof of Lemma 10. Rewrite Eq. (3.4) as:

(A.7)

sj =
e�j=(1��hg)h

D
(�hg��g)=(1��g)
hg

i " P
h2Hg

D
(1��hg)=(1��g)
hg

#�g 24P
g2G

 P
h2Hg

D
(1��hg)=(1��g)
hg

!1��g35 ,

(dropping the market and time indicators). With the outside share expressed as:

(A.8) s0 =
124P

g2G

 P
h2Hg

D
(1��hg)=(1��g)
hg

!1��g35 ,
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we obtain

(A.9) ln (sj)� ln(s0) = �j=(1� �hg)� lnD
(�hg��g)=(1��g)
hg � ln

X
h2Hg

D
(1��hg)=(1��g)�g
hg .

Using the fact that

(A.10) ln
�
sj=hg) + ln(sh=g

�
= �j=(1� �hg)� lnD

(�hg��g)=(1��g)
hg � ln

X
h2Hg

D
(1��hg)=(1��g)
hg ,

along with

(A.11) ln
�
sj=hg

�
= �j=(1� �hg)� lnDhg

in (A.9) yields the estimable demand equation:

(A.12) ln (sj)� ln(s0) = �0Xjt � �pjt + �hg ln
�
sj=hg

�
+ �g ln

�
sh=g

�
+ �jt.

after making the substitution for �j. �

A.3. Elasticities for the Nested Logit Demand Model

Based on the structure of the multi-level nested logit model the own-price elasticity

of alternative j is written as:

ejj � �
@sj
@�j

@�j
@pj

pj
sj
= �pj

�
1

1� �hg
�
�

1

1� �g
� 1

1� �hg

�
sj=hgm �

�g
1� �g

sgm � sjm
�
,

while the cross-price elasticities are:

ejk �
@sk
@�k

@�k
@pj

pj
sk
= �pj

��
1

1� �hg
� 1

1� �g

�
sj=hgm +

�g
1� �g

sgm + sjm

�
,

if j and k are from the same subsegment h = 1; :::; H of segment g = 1; :::; G,

ejk0 �
@sk0

@�k0

@�k0

@pj

pj
sk0

= �pj

�
�g

1� �g
sgm + sjm

�
,

if j and k
0
are from di¤erent subsegments within the same segment, and

ejk00 �
@sk00

@�k00
@�k00

@pj

pj
sk00

= �pjsjm

if j and k
00
belong to di¤erent segments.



APPENDIX B

Data Description and Summary

Table B.1. Big Six Producer Shares in New Vehicle registrations 1970-1999
(percent share)

1970 1980 1990 1999

Fiat 23:53 11:35 17:34 10:58
Ford 8:46 5:28 6:28 8:64
GM 8:46 6:60 7:79 6:48
PSA 5:88 20:58 11:56 8:86
Renault 8:46 8:18 5:78 4:75
V.W. 12:13 9:23 10:55 16:20

Total 66:92 61:22 59:3 55:51

Table B.2. Import Penetration across Europe 1970-1999 (percent share)

1970 1980 1990 1999

Daewoo � � � 4:10
Honda 1:10 2:11 4:52 3:02
Hyundai � 0:26 1:76 4:10
Kia � � � 2:59
Mazda � 2:64 3:52 4:54
Mitsubishi � 3:96 2:76 3:02
Nissan 0:37 5:28 4:27 4:10
Suzuki � � 1:51 2:16
Toyota 0:74 7:39 5:28 6:05

Total 2:21 21:64 23:62 33:68
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Table B.3. U.S. Domestic Monthly Sales 3Q 2004 - 1Q 2007 (percent share)

Period Ford GMC Chrysler Honda Toyota Nissan European Brands

3Q 2004 20:30 27:26 11:94 9:55 13:84 5:40 3:41
4Q 2004 21:03 23:97 12:57 9:40 13:73 7:23 3:57
1Q 2005 20:81 24:04 13:29 8:40 13:86 8:14 2:95
2Q 2005 19:70 26:17 12:70 8:97 13:85 7:07 3:04
3Q 2005 21:43 24:30 12:02 10:34 13:21 7:16 3:63
4Q 2005 19:54 24:39 12:43 10:57 14:05 6:46 4:15
1Q 2006 19:87 24:20 13:08 9:70 14:27 7:03 3:67
2Q 2006 18:27 24:95 11:36 10:79 15:76 5:96 3:96
3Q 2006 16:85 27:32 10:11 11:08 16:14 5:88 3:96
4Q 2006 15:89 25:90 12:82 10:39 15:82 6:25 4:35
1Q 2007 16:39 25:47 14:07 10:73 15:20 7:15 3:01

Table B.4. Selected Variable De�nitions from Chapter 3

Variable De�nition
Price Pre-tax list price of base model

Quantity Sales (number of new car registrations)
Hp Horsepower (in kw)
Tax Percentage V.A.T. (in destination country)
Pop Population
Rgdp Real GDP
Org Origin Code (country with which consumers associate the model)
Loc Location code (country where producers produce the model)
Brand Name of Brand
Model Name of Model
Cla Class or Segment Code

Foreign foreign car dummy (1 = car is foreign made)
Frm Firm Code
We Weight (in kg)
He Height (in cm)
Le Length (in cm)
Wi Width (in cm)
Li Fuel Ine¢ ciency (litres/100km)

Avexr Average exchange rate of exporter country (currency per SDR)
Avcpr Average consumer price index of exporter country
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Table B.5. Selected Variable De�nitions from Chapter 4

Variable De�nition
Price Average Transaction price exclusive of dealer add-ins and other incentives

Quantity Sales (monthly sales)
HP Horsepower (in HP)
Pop Population (Civilian Non-Institutional population over 16 years)
GDP US Domestic GDP
Car Car Dummy (car = 1 indicates vehicle is a car)

Foreign Foreign Brand Dummy (foreign =1 indicates vehicle is a foreign brand)
Name Model name
Brand Model Brand
Cla Segment Code
Frm Firm Code
We Vehicle curbweight (in lbs)
He Height (in inches)
Le Length (in inches)
Wi Width (in inches)
Fuel Retail fuel cost (cents per gallon)
MPG Miles per gallon (EPA formulation)
MP$ Miles per dollar spent on fuel
CPI Consumer Price Index (1996 = 100)
Age Average age of vehicle
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